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Abstract

This study investigates the relationship between natural gas and crude oil prices in
the American and European energy markets. Historically, it has been assumed that
the price trajectories of the two fossil fuels were linked together due to their physical
characteristics (energy content) and economic linkages. However, over the last
decade,

commodity

markets

have

experienced

a

number

of

dramatic

transformations, which affected the behaviour and ultimately the relationship of
energy commodities. Using daily spot prices of natural gas and crude oil, we
performed an econometric analysis in order to understand the extent to which an oilgas relationship exists and if this potential relationship has changed over time.
The thesis is divided in two parts. Firstly, it provides a brief theoretical background on
energy commodity markets. Then, it studies their relationship using cointegration
analysis and Error Correction Model (ECM). The analysis confirms that there is
indeed statistical evidence of a strong long run linkage between the two fossil fuels in
both geographical markets. However, the results also show that this relationship has
drastically changed after the global financial crisis. Finally, the research aims at
capturing and comparing the different short/long term dynamics between the two
energy market in US and Europe, and at interpreting them in the light of the different
market characteristics.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Introduction
Generating electricity at profitable margins and efficiently has become increasingly
related with the topic of multi commodity management. Successful risk management
implies a real understanding of the volatility and the correlation between prices of the
fossil fuels at the basis of electricity generation. With the growing population and the
increasing demand for electricity, energy companies are gradually more forced to
investigate and select new investment opportunities and new projects, even building
additional power plants, in order to satisfy emerging needs. The choice regarding
which power plant to build is strictly related with the choice of the commodity
selected to generate electricity. For instance, the construction of power plants which
utilise natural gas to produce energy requires the instalment of commodity-specific
boilers, thus limiting the opportunity to exploit price differential between
commodities1. Moreover, companies engaged in the production and extraction of
energy commodities have the option to invest either in natural gas or crude oil
projects2 and base their decision on the NPV of the stream of future cash flow
generated by each project.
Therefore, given the option-like characteristics and the irreversibility of energy
investments, a correct identification of future price trajectories and correlations
among different energy commodities is relevant for different companies operating in
the Oil&gas and utility sectors, especially in the last decade. Energy producers have
always attempted to forecast commodity prices over long time horizon, both for
strategic purposes and for evaluating investment decisions, by extrapolating energy
prices under the assumption of fixed growth rate or of long run mean reversion.
However, over the last decades, the behaviour of energy commodities has changed
substantially and the techniques used for forecasting and risk management purposes
are not any more appropriate in the new environment, as H. Geman sustains in one
of her famous papers3.

1

As a matter of fact, switching between fossil fuels is possible only in case of plants which present dual fuel
capability or which have dual fired capabilities, which have become a substantially more expensive investment
due to the new regulation on emissions.
2
Most of the companies engaged in the extraction and production of crude oil are also engaged with natural
gas trading (See BP, Gazprom and others)
3
See Geman, H. (2005) “Energy commodity prices: Is mean reversion dead?”.
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Starting from 2000, commodity prices has indeed increased noticeably in response to
the fast growth in economic activity (i.e. growing wealth and demand for fossil fuels)
and as a result of the higher rate of depletion of natural resources. However, at the
same time, price trajectories have become more instable and unpredictable. Crude
oil prices has picked in July 2008, reaching 145.3US$/Bbl, after six years of continue
positive growth, but have decreased quickly thereafter due to the impact of the global
financial crisis and the adjusted economic growth expectations. Natural gas has
followed the same pattern in the US, with spot prices recently falling below the 10years minimum value.
As the 2010 World energy outlook states, the energy world is facing “unprecedented
uncertainty”, with emerging economies (such as China and India) driving global
demand growth and increasing the upward price pressure on international markets.
For instance, in the New Policies Scenario recently published, the average crude oil
price forecasted by IEA reaches now US$113 per barrel (in 2009 dollars) in 2035,
whereas in the previous publication crude oil prices were just over US$60 per barrel
(representing an increase of almost 90%). In practice, this highlights that the short
term volatility of commodity prices is likely to remain high and persistent, and that we
are currently unable to develop a stable future outlook for energy markets.
Thus, the aforementioned uncertainty in prices, fuel supply, regulation and related
investment costs contribute to a dramatic increase in the risk associated with power
generation activities. Reducing uncertainties and identifying correctly the price
behaviour of energy commodities would help the companies improving their hedging
strategies and thus decreasing substantially their investment risk.
In a context of "multi-commodity management", energy companies' investment
portfolios will be diversified into several different commodities, whose prices exercise
a significant influence on the consumption of the commodity itself used to generate
electricity (although some relevant limitations exist). A company that, for example,
holds an energy supply contract, needs to model both natural gas and crude oil price
evolutions to optimise its risk management decisions and maximize its profitability.
Moreover, companies engaged in the extraction and production of oil and gas
products need to understand the price differential arising from a project in one or the
other commodity in order to maximise the return on its investment.
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Thus, the need to model future prices of gas and oil simultaneously, and to optimise
energy portfolios, is now very present. This implies an analysis of the joint behaviour
of time series of energy prices over time, comparing short term and long terms
dynamics, and measuring the extent to which one commodity influence the other.
Natural gas and crude oil prices represent, for historical and business reasons which
will be explain throughout the analysis, the key benchmarks in the energy industry.
Therefore, the following analysis will focus on the two fossil fuels.
This paper seeks to answer three interrelated questions:
 Is there a relationship between spot oil and natural gas prices? To what extent
is this relationship predictable?
 Have there been any changes to the above relationship over time?
 Is this pattern also recognisable in all energy markets (more precisely in
different geographical markets)?
1.1 Relevance of the current analysis
The examination of the above issues is important for a number of reasons.
Coal, natural gas and oil serve as important sources of fuel in the electricity
generation process, and therefore can be defined as substitutes. Changes in one of
the above fossil fuels contribute to changes in electricity prices both directly, by
increasing its production cost, and indirectly, through changes in market perception
and sentiment (e.g. recent speculation on increasing energy consumption by
emerging countries such as China and India increased fluctuation in electricity prices
by modifying investors’ future expectations on demand-supply). Moreover, energy
prices for the main fossil fuels hereby analysed (crude oil and natural gas) influence
the incentive to invest in inventories or to diversify into different types of energy-using
equipment and thus play a key role in affecting the relative prices of energy
commodities. Thus, understanding the extent to which these commodities influence
each other is critical to forecast energy price behaviour and thus to make thoughtful
investment choices. Moreover, it can also help energy traders and marketers to
develop more profitable trading strategies, exploiting arbitrage possibilities arising in
the different markets.
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A number of studies have analysed the behaviour of energy commodities to
investigate the existence of an integrated commodity market (“within commodity
analysis”) or the level of integration between different commodities (“between
commodities analysis”), often with mixed results. The current research focuses on
examining the long term equilibrium of each energy commodity and on
understanding the long run relationship existing between their prices.
Although the topic is not new to the energy economics, as the “Literature Review”
section will emphasize, the current literature on this matter has gone silent during
2010 after the dramatic increase in popularity gained between 2004 and 2007. In the
period this research has been written and to the knowledge of the author, there is no
study which includes such recent data-set. The additional data gathered is of
relevant importance to understand if the relationship between natural gas and crude
oil has effectively evolved in different directions or it has remained as strong as
before. Another element of novelty of this study is that it performs an analysis both
on the US and on the European oil and natural gas markets, an analysis only
marginally touched by previous authors. Compared to the North American market,
the European natural gas market remains relatively fragmented and “young”4. A
considerable proportion of gas supplies remains governed by long-term contracts
(“take or pay”), resulting into a less liquid and transparent market. In addition, the
data publicly available on prices are limited and subject to expensive subscriptions
(Platts and Heren Ltd, to mention the most important). On the contrary, US statistics
are publicly available on the EIA website, with data going back as much as 25 years
(NOTE: first data available for the WTI spot prices is the 30th of December 19855).
Last, but not least, most of the studies available have been undertaken by American
institutions/ authorities or researchers, with an obvious focus on their national energy
market. All these factors contributed to a rather US centric analysis.
With the current analysis, we try to partially fill this gap and to contribute to the
ongoing research with “fresh” new data. This paper aims to analyse the interrelation
between natural gas and crude oil prices and investigates whether a common pattern
exists in their different geographical markets.
4

The liberalization process of the European gas market started in 1998, with the European commission
directive 1998/30/EC, and has been accelerated during 2003
5
See http://www.eia.gov/dnav/pet/hist/LeafHandler.ashx?n=PET&s=RWTC&f=D, last access on February 6,
2011
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To answer the research questions of the paper, daily price data for natural gas and
crude oil has been used for each geographical. Daily data have been analysed, on
the period from the 1st of January 1998 to the 14th of January 2011, for a total of
3,409 observations.
A response to the first research question is derived from the analysis of the historic
price series of the different commodities. First, the time series characteristics of the
available data are studied for each commodity separately. Then, a study of the joint
behaviour of the price trajectories is performed, focusing both on the long term and
on the short term dynamics. The econometric analysis is then enriched by focusing
on a number of subsamples individuated in order to understand if the relationship
between fossil fuels has significantly changed over time. Then, a comparative
analysis between European and American markets is implemented to study the
different behaviour of commodities prices in different geographical locations.
The remaining part of the paper is structured as follows.
A brief description of the recent literature on the topic is drafted in Section 2. In
Section 3, we specify market structure and fundamental pricing mechanisms for
fossil fuels in the short term and in the long term. There, we explain the theoretical
relationship existing among fossil fuels and between fossil fuels and electricity,
providing the theoretical rationale and the basis for the econometric analysis.
Moreover, the main characteristics of both European and American energy markets
are described and compared. In Section 4, we focus on crude oil and natural gas
price trajectories, analysing their cointegration in each geographical market
analysed. The result of the econometric analysis indicates that natural gas and crude
oil prices are indeed cointegrated in both geographical markets, with the strongest
cointegration in Europe. However, the connection between natural gas and crude oil
in the US seems to have changed in the last two years, after the sharp price
decrease caused by the global financial crisis and other exogenous factors which will
be explained more in details in that Section.
Finally, a conclusion is made that American market decoupling of crude oil and
natural gas prices is justified in the short term, but may be a temporary situation,
while European gas markets are more likely to remain tied to petroleum via the
contractual arrangements linking gas and oil prices directly sill in place.
MULTI-COMMODITY MANAGEMENT: The relationship between energy commodities prices
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2. Literature Review
Historically, few studies have investigated the integration of different energy
commodities markets. The main reason for the widespread disinterest for the topic
can be found in the structure of energy markets at the time. Energy markets were
strictly regulated by governmental authorities, given their critical importance for
national economies, and were dominated by state monopolies. Thus, it was not
possible to study their price behaviour as driven by market mechanisms of demand
and supply or analyse their fundamentals as it was done for financial markets.
More recently, after the re-organisation of the electricity sector both in the US and in
Europe6 and after alternative fossil fuels started gaining share of energy demand
against oil7, a new brunch of studies emerged, aiming at investigating how a shock is
transmitted from one commodity market to the other and at analysing more in details
the dynamics of energy prices. The global trend of energy market reforms, for
instance, exposed the portfolio of supply contracts and producing assets held by
power companies to the inevitable market price risk, thus generating the need to a
better understanding of the process behind energy price behaviour.
However, it is only after the dramatic increase in commodity prices during the first
years of the 21st century that topic of “between commodities” cointegration increased
in popularity among researchers and that the relationship between different
commodities started to be more extensively analysed in the literature. For instance,
the first researches published on the cointegration of energy prices were mainly
focused on testing the existence (and the level) of integration of a single commodity
across different geographical markets or, at most, the linkages existing between spot
and future prices. The transition to a less regulated, more market oriented
environment in the late 90ies in the natural gas markets led to the emergence of
different hubs and spot markets throughout the US and later in Europe, in which
current and future supplies were traded both physically and as financial instruments.
As a result, a deeper understanding of the behaviour of natural gas price trends and
their interrelation in different geographical locations became of particular interest and

6

Liberalization started in the middle of 1980ies for US and 1998 for Europe.
Renewable energies and Biofuels started to gain popularity as alternative sources of energy at the beginning
of the decade, with the Energy policies acts in 2002 and 2005 in the US.

7
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importance. These new studies use different methodologies and datasets, thus often
showing different results for the same type of analysis.
Alexander (1999), in one of the first papers on long run equilibrium of energy
commodities, analyses the correlation and cointegration of energy markets based on
daily data of WTI spot and forward prices and natural gas NYMEX prompt futures
between 1989 and 1999. Based on her analysis, Alexander concludes that future and
spot prices for both commodities are not cointegrated. This implies that future prices
do not represent a good forecast for spot energy prices, given the frequent demand
spikes caused by an inelastic supply (especially evident in crude oil price dynamics).
Selertis and Herbert (1999, 2002) used daily data from October 1996 to November
1997 for Henry Hub and Transisco 6 natural gas, PJM electricity prices and NYMEX
heating oil contract to check for correlation and integration in the different series
considered. They find strong level of autocorrelation and correlation between logged
prices of different series, with the exception of electricity prices. The ECM applied
provides evidence of cointegrating relationship between Henry Hun and Transisco 6
and fuel oil. Moreover, in their second paper (2002), Selertis and Herbert try to
assess the strength of shared dynamics between energy markets after the
deregulation. They conclude that there has been an effective decoupling of oil and
natural gas price cycles since the deregulation.
More recently (over the last six years), the focus has shifted from a “within”
commodity equilibrium analysis to a “between” commodities analysis, where the time
series of two different commodities is examined for common trends. The sudden
flourishing of these econometric studies is justified, as already anticipated, by the
apparent “misbehaviour” of energy prices, resulting into a more frequent divergence
of natural gas and crude oil prices from historical levels and a greater uncertainty on
the markets.
As a matter of fact, as commodity prices have increased dramatically and surged at
unprecedented levels, the methods used previously to link different commodities
seemed not as accurate as before, suggesting that this relationship has changed,
becoming more complex, or even disappeared. The topic of “decoupling” however is
not new to the oil-gas literature. Natural gas and crude oil prices have indeed
appeared to decouple with increasing frequency in 2001, 2003 and 2005. As a result,
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a number of researches emerged focusing on examining the relationship between
the two energy commodities and on explaining their dynamics.
Of particular interest for this research are papers which analyse the cointegration of
prices of different commodities, in particular the apparent decoupling of crude oil and
natural gas prices.
Bachmeir and Griffin (2006) evaluate the degree of market integration both within
and between fossil fuels markets (natural gas, crude oil and coal) using the error
correction model to study the long run dynamics of prices and their level of
integration. They find that they are only very weakly integrated, except for the case of
natural gas and crude oil, which result cointegrated in the long run and exhibit some
evidence of market integration. Their study confirms the newly observed
independence between the different commodities and lead to the conclusion that the
two markets are only weakly integrated in the long run.
In contrasts, other later papers find crude oil and natural gas integrated in the long
run with a trend.
Villar and Joutz (2006) look at the statistical relationship between WTI crude oil and
Henry Hub natural gas and find that their prices are indeed cointegrated over the
period 1989-2005. In their paper, the Vector Error Correction model supports the
presence of a long run relationship between the two commodities with significant
statistical evidence. In their analysis, they use some exogenous control variables.
(inventory, seasonality and extreme events). Moreover, they consider the possibility
that in the short term this relationship may be strongly affected by external shocks,
which produce the appearance that the two prices have decoupled. Nonetheless,
according to their analysis, these deviations from the long term equilibrium are only
temporary, and the equilibrium relationship re-established after the effects of the
shocks slowly disappear. They conclude that crude oil prices have a dominant effect
on natural gas prices in the short run, implying that shocks in oil market are
transmitted to the natural gas markets, while the impact of natural gas prices on
crude oil is negligible.
Hartely, Rosthal and Medlock (2007) focus on the relationship between natural gas
and crude oil prices in the American market, introducing in their analysis some
additional exogenous variables which influence the natural gas prices in the short
MULTI-COMMODITY MANAGEMENT: The relationship between energy commodities prices
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term. These variables, such as natural gas inventory level, weather (measured as
heating and cooling days), and seasonal dummy variables account for seasonal and
other systematic variations in the short run dynamics of prices. This allows to capture
a substantial amount of volatility which characterized the energy markets and thus to
investigate a “cleaned” relationship between the two energy commodities. They
conclude that natural gas and crude oil prices are linked in their long term
movements, although the level of the equilibrium remain unpredictable, being highly
sensitive to the level of oil prices and thus subject to changes over time.
The idea that energy prices revert to a trend that moves over time is not new to the
literature. There exist a number of studies developing stochastic switching models for
crude oil prices, implying the existence of a long term equilibrium characterised by a
changing slope of the trend line. For interested readers, we recommend the works
Videgaray (1998) and Perron (1989) as introductory readings to the topic, which we
will not further analyse given the low relevance to the current argument.
More recently J. Stern, in two related papers (2007 and 2009), questioned the
continued rationale for an oil-natural gas relationship and argued the decreasing
rationale for the existence of oil indexed natural gas contracts. In his analysis, Stern
studies the development and the changes occurred in the energy markets over the
last decade and qualitatively assessed the logic for a linkage between natural gas
contract prices and crude oil. He concludes that a transition to a “gas to gas”-linked
contractual regime is inevitable and had already begun in the European markets.
Recent literature has tried to give an answer to the newly born debate around the
persistence of a relationship between commodity prices, providing mixed evidence of
the latter and creating an even greater uncertainty about future developments of
energy markets. However, the relevance of these studies is not limited to a simple
application of well known econometrics techniques or “exercise of style”. The topic
has increasingly gained interest outside the research community due to the
persistent change in the dynamic relationship of energy commodities observed on
the market.
As a matter of fact, the results of the aforementioned studies are having a notable
impact on businesses and policy makers. For example, the recent IEA World Energy
Outlook 2010 considers the decoupling of natural gas and crude oil prices as a
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certain outcome of the current changes in oil and gas relationship. In addition, a
number of studies focused in the relationship between crude oil and natural gas
prices have been financed and patronized by international institutions such as IEAA
and EIA, in order to find an answer to this debate.
So, what happened to the strong tie between natural gas and crude oil?
It is becoming commonly accepted that price movements indicate a premature
disruption of the established relationship between the two price series and of the
historic linkage tying crude oil and natural gas together. This conclusion is supported
by the fundamental changes that have occurred in the American market since the
publication of these studies, given the continued growth of oil prices and the
simultaneous decrease in natural gas prices.
In contrast to the empirical evidence of the energy markets, statistical and
econometric analysis performed by previous authors leads to the opposite conclusion
that indeed a linkage between natural gas and crude oil exists.
As we already pointed out in the introduction, the dataset used for the past research
does not include the most recent observations (full 2010 years) and marginally
investigate the European energy market. The primary objective of this paper is to
investigate the relationship between natural gas and crude oil prices using the well
known Error Correction Model (ECM) to try to find an answer taking into account the
recent developments.
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3. Energy Markets Overview
In order to better understand the price dynamics of both crude oil and natural gas, it
is relevant to understand the key properties of commodity markets, contrasting them
with the better-known financial markets and introducing some important economic
theories behind the long run price behaviour of commodities. The perspective of this
section is not to provide a comprehensive analysis of the commodity markets, but
rather to discuss their fundamental features in order to provide the reader with the
basic building blocks for a better understanding of the topic under review.
3.1 Overview of commodity markets
Energy markets differ substantially from other financial markets in several ways.
Firstly, they lack the level of liquidity that most of the financial markets exhibits.
Secondly, they differ for the nature of the good and services (or of the underlying, in
case of future markets) exchanged in those markets. But the distinctive feature of
commodity markets is not restricted to the physical attributes of the underlying
(physical commodity vs. the immaterial nature of stocks and bonds). The price of a
commodity cannot be defined as merely the present value of future cash flows, nor
as the expected value of the final payoff of a certain security. They are rather the
result of the interaction between demand and supply curves in a given location (both
at a regional and at a global level). Demand for commodities is generally inelastic to
prices, given the essential nature of the good, while supply is mainly determined by
inventory and production levels (and, in case of energy commodities, by the level of
underground reserves). These characteristics, coupled together, lead to substantially
different price dynamics compared to equities or bonds.
However, commodities and financial markets are increasingly converging towards
one single paradigm. Commodity trade and commodity markets have undergone a
period of substantial changes over the last twenty years, becoming more liquid (and
efficient) and increasingly subjected to the influence of broader macroeconomic and
financial factors that operate transversally across a large number of markets (see
Figure 1, which reports the one year correlation between crude oil and USDEUR
exchange rate and the S&P Index over the last ten years). In fact, financial investors
consider nowadays commodities as a proper asset class (comparable to stocks,
bonds, real estate, …) and thus make their investment decisions not only on the
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basis of demand and supply mechanisms, but accounting for broader variety of
factors8.
Figure 1: Correlation between EURUSD FX rate/S&P 500 and WTI
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In this context, energy trading represent the most developed and liquid commodity
market, whereby oil market emerges as the most important product by trade volume,
by its worldwide relevance and by its deep influence on the whole energy complex
(i.e. natural gas, coal, electricity and refined products). The tables below show two of
the most important commodity indexes used as a benchmark by financial investors,
respectively the Dow Jones-UBS commodity Index and the CRB Index.
Table 1: DJ-UBS Commodity Index
Commodity

Weight (%)

Crude Oil
Gold
Soybeans
Corn
Copper
Natural Gas
Wheat
Aluminium
Silver
Live Cattle
Coffee
Soybean Oil
Heating Oil
Unleaded
Cotton
Sugar
Nickel
Zinc
Lean Hogs

12.91%
9.28%
8.79%
8.68%
8.05%
7.21%
5.44%
5.01%
4.50%
3.64%
3.53%
3.52%
3.38%
3.24%
3.23%
2.69%
2.58%
2.31%
2.03%

Table 2: Commodity Research Bureau Index, Individual
Commodity Weightings

Commodity type

Components (weight (%))

Energy
Grains
Industrials
Livestock
Precious metals
Softs

Crude Oil, Heating Oil, Natural Gas (17.6%)
Corn, Soybeans, Wheat (17.6%)
Copper, Cotton (11.8/%)
Live Cattle, Lean Hogs (11.8%)
Gold, Platinum, Silver (17.6%)
Cocoa, Coffee, Orange Juice, Sugar (23.5%)

Source: DJ website, accessed December 2010

8

A broad range of studies has explored the extent to which financial investment may affect commodity price
developments. See, for example, IMF publications (2006 and2008), Masters (2008) Domanski and Heath (2007)
and Gilbert (2008) for an in-deep discussion of the topic.)
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It clearly appears that the high weightings applied to crude oil, its refined products
and natural gas emphasize their importance among the other commodities.
In the following section, we introduce briefly the economic theory behind the price
behaviour of depletable resources. This is relevant for our analysis since it provides
theoretical support to the existence of a common long run stochastic trend for energy
prices.
3.2

Depletable Resource Theory

As explained in the previously, energy markets present a number of unique features
(i.e. high volatility, seasonality, in-elasticity of demand, …), which are easily
recognizable in the price behaviour of most of energy commodities.
Commodities at the basis of electricity generation are, for a significant proportion,
depletable and non renewable. This, as the reader may know, implies that the stock
of available resources is limited and decreases proportionally to the rate of
consumption/extraction and that the “speed of adjustment” of the commodity itself
(i.e. the creation of new resources after the existing ones have been consumed) is so
slow that it can be meaningfully assumed to be zero. According to economic theory9,
short term price fluctuations of depletable resources are mainly the result of demand
and supply shocks, which in the long term tend to disappear.
This implies that commodity prices should revert towards a long term equilibrium (in
absence of shocks), which has been demonstrated to be equal to the marginal cost
of production10 or, more specifically for commodities, to the marginal cost of
extraction (since commodities are not produced but rather extract and mined).
The following simplified explanation behind this pricing mechanism may provide a
better understanding of the process, reinforcing hypothesis of the mean reversion
properties of energy prices. When prices for a commodity are high, its “producers”
tend to use their spare production capacity (causing short-term reversion in prices by
immediately supplying more products to the market) or to drill new wells (inducing
long-term mean reversion). Consumers, on the other hand, react by decreasing their
consumption of the more expensive commodities (for example, by switching to

9

See J. Krautkraemer and M. Toman for further discussion, "Fundamental Economics of depletable energy
supply", 2003.
10
See Hotelling, “Economics of exhaustible resources”, 1931.
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substitutes), causing prices to go down. On the other hand, when prices are low,
producers are incentivized to reduce their market supply by stopping or storing
production (thus increasing commodity prices), while consumers tend to increase
their consumption by switching away from substitutes, thus inducing prices to go up.
Therefore, economic theory has historically supported the reversion of the energy
prices towards a long term trend, whereby the short time deviations from equilibrium
due to unexpected shocks disappear.
Recently however, a number of studies has been developed questioning the actual
mean reverting properties of crude oil and natural gas prices and proposing the
random walk hypothesis, especially after the drastic increase in commodity prices
after 2000. According to the already mentioned paper of H. Geman11, starting from
the last decade, mean reversion in energy prices ceased to be the correct approach
to price trajectories, and the old pricing models based on Ornstein Uhlenbeck
processes12 mis-represent the dynamics of commodity markets. In this context, non
stationary models, based on geometric Brownian motion, and models including
stochastic jumps tend to better represent energy price dynamics today.
For our current analysis, we continue to assume that energy prices follow a
stochastic long run mean reverting process, introduced by Pindyck in 1999 and
based on the depletable resource theory explained above. If two price series follow
the same stochastic trend, then it is possible to apply the cointegration analysis and
model them using an Error Correction model. As a matter of fact, in our paper, the
concept of mean-reversion of energy commodities is relevant when applied the
“spread” between commodities prices rather than to the price itself.
3.3

Understanding Commodity Price Behaviour

The section on the depletable resource theory provides a useful insight on the long
term price formation of commodity prices and their theoretical behaviour in the long
run. However, short term prices exhibit an extremely volatile behaviour, diverting
from their equilibrium due to structural (i.e. demand and supply) shocks. At this point,
it is worthy to briefly investigate the demand and supply structure to explain the
apparent irrational behaviour of energy prices. This section provides a brief overview
of the main stylized facts of commodity price movements.
11
12

Geman, H. (2005) “Energy commodity prices: is mean reversion dead?”
See Vasicek (1977)
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The oil and gas industries are highly capital intensive but at the same time generate
substantial economies of scale, thus leading to relatively lower marginal cost as
production increases. Indeed, companies engaged in the extraction and refining of oil
and gas products have to invest upfront a consistent amount of capital in their
projects, while the cost for producing/extracting additional units of the commodity is
extremely low. Because a significant part of extraction costs are fixed, the marginal
cost of production is generally below the average cost for a plant operating even
below capacity. Therefore, as long as the market price remains above marginal
costs, producers will still prefer to produce additional units rather than decrease the
supply to the market (assuming perfect competition).
This situation translates into two extreme scenarios. Very low prices will be realized
on the market when demand for gas is low, given the excess capacity causes prices
to fall at a level below average cost of extracting/producing energy commodities.
Very high prices will prevail when demand peaks well above the market supply, given
the inelasticity of the supply curve.
This is especially true for natural gas production, because of the physical properties
of this commodity. Cost storage of natural gas has been historically very high,
making it non economical the production and storage of significant quantities of
natural gas13. In addition to non-storability, capacity constraints on extractions/
production and on transmission cannot be breached in short term, leading a highly
inelastic supply curve in the short run (see Figure 2).
Another important aspect of the energy industry completes the circumstances which
lead to highly volatile prices in the short run: demand for natural gas is seasonal and
unpredictable. Because demand level is mainly influenced by external temperature
and weather forecasts (both exogenous factors) and the supply of natural gas is
inelastic in the short term, prices tend to fluctuate unpredictably over short period of
time. This situation is exacerbated if markets are not completely competitive and
market power is not equally distributed among market participants (see discussion on
European natural gas market in the next sections)14.

13

The advent of LNG has mitigated these aspects, since it represents a flexible supply of natural gas, which can
be easily transported and stored.
14
For a more comprehensive discussion on the effect of market power on energy prices, see Wolfram (1999),
Borenstein (2000), Joskow and Kahn (2000), which focus on electricity market.
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Figure 2: Supply and Demand mechanism in commodity markets
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The effect of these characteristics is easily recognizable in the historical price series
of natural gas/crude oil plotted on Figure 3.
Historically, energy prices have been especially vulnerable to demand and supply
imbalances and this explains a great amount of the volatility observed on the
commodity markets.
Figure 3: Natural gas and crude oil spot price between 1998 and 2011 in US
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3.4

Oil and Natural Gas Market Developments

The following chapter briefly summarized the development of oil and natural gas
markets and highlights their main characteristics.
The initial momentum of both oil and gas market is linked with the reorganization and
restructuring of their respective industries.
Oil markets had undergone a period of deep changes at the beginning of the 70ies.
During this phase, the oil market underpinned a dramatic expansion (especially in the
US), when the nationalization of upstream operations of major oil companies caused
a decoupling between the Exploration&Production (E&P) and refining operations and
thus triggered the beginning of oil trade. Since 1980s, oil has been freely traded in
open markets, and movements in oil prices have been determined by market
fundamentals rather than by different terms of contracts. Nowadays, oil represents
the most important source of energy and one worldwide commodity (see Table
below) and is arguably the most influential physical commodity globally.
However, since oil emerged as a dominant source of global energy demand in the
1960s, its share of demand has hardly shrunk. Specifically, in the period between
1966 and 1986, oil lost market share decreased substantially, although the major
shift from coal to natural gas and nuclear. A further 20 years of economic growth has
involved another step-change in energy use, with the introduction of renewable
energy, but merely a 3 point decline in oil’s share. The reason behind this persistent
supremacy as energy sourced can be found in its physical properties. Oil has the
highest energy density of all primary energies and is easy to store and transport. In
addition, its extensive use in the industrial sector (mainly in transportation) has
contributed to maintain high the demand for this fossil fuel as the economic growth
was high.
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Figure 4: Global oil reserves in 2009

Although crude oil is a worldwide traded commodity, oil contracts are principally
traded on two key exchanges, the NYMEX (New York Mercantile Exchange) and the
ICE (InterContinental Exchange). Other important oil trading centres include Geneva
for Europe, Dubai and Singapore for Asia. Here, the two most important oil
commodities, the WTI and Brent, are traded daily, determining the price of crude oil
and refined products contracts worldwide. Indeed, most of the crude oil and oil
product exchanged worldwide are bought and sold in reference to a benchmark,
generally represented by the WTI and Dated Brent. The WTI, namely West Texas
Intermediate, is by far the largest exchange traded commodity and its main exchange
is the NYMEX (although, in smaller volumes, is also traded on the ICE). The WTI is a
US domestic crude grade delivered in Cushing (Oklahoma), which cannot be
exported and is hardly consumed outside the US. Nonetheless, this commodity
remains the leading indicator of absolute prices for oil commodities. The contract for
monthly delivery of WTI, for example, is almost four times largest than the second
largest oil contract, Dated Brent. Brent oil contracts are bought and sold daily on the
ICE Futures exchange and are tied to the North Sea physical market. Brent is
normally a financially settled contract, implying that there is no physical delivery of
MULTI-COMMODITY MANAGEMENT: The relationship between energy commodities prices
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the product at the expiry of the contract (in case of future contracts), but represents
an important benchmark for the global crude oil market.
As it can be inferred from the above introduction, crude oil represents a truly global
market, characterised by a largely fungible supply (mainly from OPEC countries, as
the chart above showed) and a global demand, common price levels worldwide. The
full integration of crude oil markets in different geographical location is a reality
confirmed also by statistical analysis15.
Unlike oil, natural gas trading did not gain popularity until the end of the 90ies, when
the high prices of crude oil, the greater availability of gas resources and its low
emission level contributed to a sharp increase in the demand for this commodity.
Nowadays, natural gas represents one of the most important elements of the global
primary “energy mix” (according to EIA, in 2009 c.25% of the energy used in the
United States came from natural gas (see Figure 5 below)).
Figure 5: Energy consumption by source in the US (2009)
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Source: EIA 2009

However, the importance of natural gas as a traded commodity has surged
substantially after the liberalization of natural gas markets took place both in US and
in Europe, since it coincides with the creation of several trading hubs to facilitate the
exchange of energy contracts. Nonetheless, natural gas markets remain regional and
highly fragmented, given the substantial differences existing in the natural gas
market structure in different countries (i.e. in Russia, where natural gas price are
artificially maintained low or in Western Continental Europe and Japan, where gas
prices are mostly indexed to oil product prices) and its non-storability. Thus, even

15

See Bachmeir and Griffin (2006)
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today, although the level of integration has increased substantially, it is impossible to
speak about a “world” natural gas price16.
As for the case of crude oil, the US market represents the most liquid market, and
the reference point for spot prices is the natural gas delivered at Henry Hub
(Louisiana), located in the Gulf of Mexico, by far the most liquid gas index because of
the network of pipelines intersecting at that point. Other important hubs are the New
York City Gate and the AECO (Alberta Gas Price Index) in Canada. Natural gas
futures are primarily traded on the NYMEX OTC.
Figure 6: Natural Gas Market: US Centers Serving as Major Trading and Transhipment Points

Source: EIA

In the European context, the UK market represents a fairly liquid market, given the
importance that natural gas plays as a primary energy source in Continental Europe
and in the UK. As a matter of fact, the most important European hub is by far the UK
NBP, which is a notional or virtual trading point inside a pipeline system. Gas
contracts can be bought within day, day ahead or for any other maturity up to several
years. Zeebrugge (Netherlands) is another important European natural gas market,
16

There exists a voluminous literature on testing the existence of natural gas markets, see Barron&Brown
(1986), Neumann, Siliverstovs & Hirschhausen (2005), Asche, Osmundsen, and Tveretas (2001, 2002) De Vany
and Walls (1995), Walls (1994), Serletis (1994), King and Cuc (1996), Cuddington and Wang (2004)
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located at the arrival point in Belgium of the interconnector transporting natural gas
between Bacton (UK) and continental Europe. Because of the presence of this
interconnector, prices at Zeebrugge reflect arbitrage between UK natural gas prices
(settled with the supply-demand mechanism) and European long term contract prices
(indexed to oil). Although the liberalization of the European gas market should have
fostered the development of a competitive and liquid market on the model of the
American one, the majority of gas supply continues to be sold under long term oil
linked prices, as this remains a well understood and accepted pricing mechanism for
both suppliers and customers17. Nonetheless, the technological development, the
lower costs related with transportation and the regulatory efforts of the European
commission are increasingly shifting the European markets towards the American
paradigm. This shift should be reflected in an increasingly similar price dynamics in
the two markets. However, this development is expected to become more visible in
the longer term.
Natural gas is normally priced based on the energy content (as the grade for crude
oil) and proximity to consuming markets. This is because gas, unlike the other fossil
fuels, is inherently difficult to store, requiring significant infrastructure.
3.5 Economic Rationale behind Crude Oil and Natural Gas Relationship
In the previous chapter, the fundamental characteristics of crude oil and natural gas
markets have been briefly explained and main differences have been highlighted. At
this point of the analysis, however, is critical to understand the economic rationale for
the possible linkage existing between natural gas and crude oil.The idea of a linkage
between natural gas and crude oil operates both through demand and supply
mechanisms. The economic logic for the existence of an oil-natural gas relationship
is plausible. Gas markets are, in general, closely associated with oil, through
physical, contractual and substitution effects. Most importantly, the two commodities
are related to each other through the process of electricity generation, being
substitutes in consumption and complements in production.
On the demand side, an increase in crude oil prices drives energy consumers to
substitute natural gas to crude oil, thus increasing the demand for natural gas and
subsequently its price. For instance, oil and gas represent substitutes in the
17

This is especially true in the Asian market, where natural gas prices (JCC) are linked to a basked of oil-related
products.
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electricity generation process thanks to the presence of dual fired power plants18.
This is true for industrial and electric generating consumers, which do not rely only
on natural gas as a primary source of energy, but have the capacity to switch
between fossil fuels. For instance, given the commodity nature of the industry, it is
extremely difficult to extract “premium” margins. Thus producers, when deciding
which commodity to use to produce electricity, look essentially at their marginal
costs, i.e. the prices of the commodities used to produce electricity itself. In this
context, energy generating companies with old power plants and boilers retain the
ability to switch back and forth between natural gas and residual fuel oil (a refined
product of crude oil), based essentially on their relative prices. However, the
percentage of power plant which still benefit from this switching ability has
substantially decreased over time due to the high related costs and the stricter CO2
regulation (it has been estimated that, in the US, only 7% of the power plants can
switch between natural gas and oil products, while in Europe this percentage
remains slightly higher-see Table 3 below). Nonetheless, it has to be noted that what
can be defined as “fuel switching ability” is not limited to the aforementioned dual
fired plants, which are able to switch relatively fast from one fossil fuel to the other .
Although considerably less important and limited in size, also the decision to adopt
boilers (single fired) using one fuel rather than the other represents another source of
“fuel switching”, which creates an additional linkage between crude oil and natural
gas, this time in the long term. Therefore, it is possible to conclude that the existence
of a relationship between the gas and oil find evidence in the power industry, where
the main profit drivers are the margins arising as differential between raw material
and selling price.
Table 3: Ability to switch to alternative fuels in the event of a gas supply disruption
Country
Germany
France
Netherlands
Belgium
Italy
Spain

Fuel switch*
10-15% of consumption
6% of consumption
na
15% of industry
9% of consumption
na

Interruptible contracts
10% industry, 25% power generation
25% industry, 25% power generation
25% power generation from H gas
30% of industry
1% power, 10% industry
5% industry, 25% power generation

* Source does not record the alternative fuel, but this is likely to be oil products in all cases aside from Germany (coal).
Source: Commission Staff Working Document 2009, Annex 4, p.61
18

However, as we will explain later, the portion of power plants which still retain the ability to switch from one
fossil fuel to the other has substantially decreased over the last few years, given the extremely high oil prices
and the introduction of strict CO2 regulation.
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For natural gas, demand is a function of its market share in the inter-fuel competition,
and therefore is highly sensitive to competing fossil fuels, particularly to oil prices,
when gas market is in shortage situation. Figure 7 below illustrates what happens to
natural gas pricing if the gas market supply tightens, thus triggering the fuel
substitution mechanism.
Figure 7: Short term Gas demand & supply curve, assuming gas-to-oil competition in shortage
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The chart below therefore illustrates how the linkage between natural gas and crude
oil may vary depending on the supply-demand matching mechanism. When the
market is too tighten, with natural gas prices increasing substantially due to the
shortage of gas supply, then the fuel-switching mechanism enters in place and the tie
between natural gas and crude oil prices becomes stronger.
The dependence between crude oil and natural gas is also originating in the supply
side. For instance, another important factor strengthening the relationship between
natural gas and crude oil is the existence of long term gas contracts, which represent
a significant proportion of supply in European gas markets and whose prices are
indexed to oil (and other oil product prices). This gas-oil indexation reinforces the
structural tie between the prices of the two energy commodities, especially in the
European market. Figure 8 below reports the breakdown of indexed gas contracts in
Continental and Eastern Europe and in the UK. As it is evident, pricing mechanisms
MULTI-COMMODITY MANAGEMENT: The relationship between energy commodities prices
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for long term contracts still rely heavily on oil related products (mainly, heavy fuel and
gasoil), thus artificially forcing gas prices to follow crude oil price developments. In
this context, the UK market represents an exception, since British long term contracts
tend rather to use a “gas-to-gas” linkage
Figure 8: Price indexation in European gas contracts by region (2006)

Source: Energy Sector Inquiry, 2007

On the supply side, an increase in crude oil prices due to higher oil demand may
affect natural gas prices in three different ways. Firstly, an increase in crude oil prices
driven by higher demand affects natural gas production as a co-product of oil,
leading to a decrease in natural gas prices. Natural gas is often find in nature
together with crude oil (and is called, in this case, “associated gas”). The natural gas
produced from oil wells is generally classified as “associated” or “dissolved,” meaning
that the natural gas may be associated with or dissolved in the crude oil. Natural gas
production absent any association with crude oil is classified as “non-associated.”
According to the EIA, non associated natural gas represents the major source of
natural gas production in the US, thus undermining the relevance of an oil-associated
gas linkage. Secondly, an increase in crude oil prices may lead to an increase in
natural gas production costs, generating upward pressure on natural gas prices. As a
matter of fact, natural gas and crude oil compete for similar resources (for example
labour and drilling rigs), such that with the increasing purchasing power of crude oil
companies (derived from the higher relative prices of oil), together with the increased
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level of activity, pushes up the demand of the relevant factors and thus their costs.
Thirdly, the increased crude oil prices affect the cash flow available to fund new
drilling and development projects, expanding therefore the supply activity for both
natural gas and crude oil (although changes in the relative prices of the different
fossil fuels may accelerate and expand drilling activity of one commodity at the
expense of the other, it is generally expected that the increased cash availability
deriving from higher prices would enlarge supply of both natural gas and crude oil).
In addition, another relevant supply side linkage can be found between natural gas
and crude oil, the LNG or liquefied natural gas. Liquefied natural gas is simply natural
gas in its liquid form, after being cooled to c. minus 260 degrees Fahrenheit. Unlike
natural gas, LNG allows for shipment and storage, since its volume is about 600
times less than its gaseous form. According to Foss (2005), the majority of LNG
contracts are indexed to crude oil prices, thus linking directly crude oil and natural
gas prices.
Outside the usual demand-supply linkages, a supplementary factor should be
considered in the investigation of a relationship between natural gas and crude oil
prices: the hedging activities of large gas/oil/power companies. For instance, oil and
gas may be linked because companies use crude oil and oil products for financial
hedging. Their risk management implies to cover their “open” positions in the gas
market with oil related instruments, and this indirectly creates an additional bridge
between the two energy prices.
All the above described economic factors seem to suggest that natural gas and
crude oil should be still related and co-move over the long and short run. However,
there are a number of argumentation against the existence of a strong tie between
the two commodities and its rationale. The two energy commodities, for instance, are
not perfect substitutes, as the graph below highlights. While crude oil and natural gas
seem to face the same energy demand, the actual distribution among the demand
sectors allow only for marginal overlapping, the most significant being the industrial
sector (see Figure 9).
In addition, as already mentioned, the number of customers able to switch between
fossil fuels has decreased substantially, given the introduction of the CCGT
(combined cycle gas turbine) in early 2000 and the increasingly restrictive CO2
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regulation on emissions. Moreover, the recent increase in LGN market trading and its
new pricing mechanisms, unrelated with oil prices, should drive natural gas prices
further away from crude oil.
Therefore, the strongest factors, which have been linked above as supporting a long
term linkage between natural gas and crude oil, have rendered the original rationale
increasingly dubious, especially in the American market.
Figure 9: Supply by Source and Demand by Sector in US (2009)

Source: EIA, 2009

The econometric analysis which will be developed in the following sections tries to
assess if the qualitative argumentations adducted by many authors indeed find
statistical evidence. As substitutes in the power generation industry, at least in
theory, the relationship between crude oil and natural gas should be positive in sign,
thus resulting in a co-movement stable over time. While this relationship has been
historically driven by “rule of thumb” approximations, it seems to have changed
radically in the past few years. As Figure above has highlighted, the erratic behaviour
of the oil and natural gas prices has led to the question whether the natural gas
prices has decoupled from the crude oil price. The importance of understanding the
underlying relationship between these different commodities lies in their influence on
energy consumption and supply (and especially on electricity). The present analysis
therefore aims to test the existence of any relationship between the two fossil fuels
drawing on the extensive analysis on non-stationary time series and cointegration.
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4.

Data Analysis

As already mentioned in several parts of the paper, the dataset used in this paper
contains daily spot prices of the most liquid trading facilities (and products) in Europe
and US. The sample covers the period starting from the first of January 1998 to the
14th of January 2011, as reported on Bloomberg and DataStream.
The choice of WTI, mainly traded on the NYMEX, and Brent, traded on the ICE, is
motivated by the fact that they are internationally recognized as the benchmarks for
pricing crude oil for the US and the European crude oil market.
Concerning the North American natural gas market, Henry Hub spot prices have
been chosen as a proxy for US natural gas price. Downloaded natural gas spot
prices are based on the delivery of gas at Henry Hub (HH) in Louisiana, which is at
the intersection of a complex of 16 intra- and interstate natural gas pipeline system.
The pipelines converging to the hub serve the entire US market, from the East Coast
up to the Canadian border. The choice of Henry Hub prices to represent the US gas
market is straightforward. As already mention in the previous section, the American
natural gas market is a highly competitive and liquid market, where Henry Hub spot
prices represent the preferred benchmark for pricing natural gas monthly contracts in
the US19. As a matter of fact, over the last decade, HH gas spot and future contracts
are traded on the NYMEX with significant volumes20. All the considerations above
support the assumption that HH prices represent at best the North American natural
gas market dynamics.
For Europe, the National Balancing Point (NBP) has been chosen as the reference
price for European natural gas.
On the other hand, the choice of a trading hub which best represents European
natural gas market is more complicated. As a matter of fact, European natural gas
market (and in particular Continental European) is still highly fragmented and
dominated by contractual linkages between supplier and consumers. These long
term contracts survive both for historical and for “convenience” reasons21.

19

Source UBS (December 2010)
On average, Henry Hub churn ratio is 100, compared to the 10-15 churn ration of the UK market
21
Long term contracts represent a well known and established vehicle of trade in the continental Europe.
Moreover, the main gas suppliers in Europe, Russia and Algeria, trade natural gas almost exclusively via long
term contracts.
20
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Although recent liberalization of the gas market and international pressure to develop
an integrated European market has led to the creation of several regional hubs22,
characterized by various level of liquidity (see Table below), the European market
remains mainly a regional market.
Table 4: Heren Liquidity Index23

Source: ICIS Heren

Table 5: Trading volumes on main European gas
market, 2007

Source: Energy Sector Inquiry 2007

As it is possible to infer from the graph above, the UK NBP is by far the most heavily
traded hub, where gas is traded as a commodity in its “own rights” and price is
settled by supply and demand mechanism. In addition, several studies published
over the last five years and the various sector inquiries conducted by the European
commission24 confirm the leading role played by the NBP in setting European spot
and future gas prices and the increasing price integration taking place in the different
hubs (as the Figure 10 below clearly emphasizes).

22

Just to mention the most important hubs, TTF and Zeebrugge in Continental Europe and NBP in UK.
Heren liquidity index is computed assigning a grade to each
24
See the Energy sector inquiry published in 2007, part 1, for an in-depth analysis on the European gas market.
23
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Figure 10: NBP and Zeebrugge day ahead prices
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These characteristics, coupled with the availability of a longer data series (starting in
September 1998), justify our decision to consider the London natural gas price as a
proxy for European gas price. For the natural gas market, daily spot prices reported
by DataStream and Bloomberg are either obtained from OTC (over the counter)
trading platforms, or are reported by companies monitoring the OTC trades using
telephone surveys.
In this paper, spot prices have been downloaded using DataStream and Bloomberg,
and natural logarithm of these prices has been used for the analysis. The use of log
series allows to “smooth” changes for each variable, since difference in logarithms
measures percentage changes rather than absolute changes. This allows better
comparing the data considered and analysing the behaviour of the series without the
need to rebase or convert them to a common unit measure25.
4.1 Qualitative observations of spot prices trajectories
Table 6 below provides the summary of descriptive statistics for prices and log prices
of the four time series analysed in the current study. Comparing the standard
statistics of the different markets provides a first understanding of the series
analysed.

25

Natural gas prices are traded in US$ per MmBtu in North America and pence per therm in Europe, while
crude oil is priced in US$ per barrel worldwide.
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Table 6: Descriptive statistics for daily log spot prices
European Market

US market2

US market (full sample)

Brent

NBP1

WTI

HH

US$/barrel

US$/MmBtu

US$/barrel

US$/MmBtu

Mean

48.55

4.66

48.17

5.16

49.95

5.32

Median
Maximum
Minimum
St Deviation
Skewness
Kurtosis

42.13
144.07
9.22
27.30
0.80
3.12

4.01
27.81
1.06
2.75
1.81
9.08

39.07
145.31
10.82
27.46
0.85
3.27

4.90
18.48
1.05
2.54
1.05
4.53

43.36
145.31
10.82
27.06
0.84
3.29

5.10
18.48
1.05
2.50
1.05
4.62

Jarque-Bera3

343.819

6,746.958

417.262

960.525

386.319

949.964

Probability

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

Nr of obs

3,229

3,229

3,402

3,402

3,229

3,229

Unit

WTI

HH

US$/barrel US$/MmBtu

Notes:
1
NBP prices are converted in US$/MmBtu using the exchange rate throughout the period and using a
conversion factor of 1 therm = 105 Btu
2
Univariate analysis performed on same sample period as for Brent and NBP for comparison purposes
2
3
The 1% critical value for a rejection of normality is 9.21 Ȥ (Alexander 2001, p. 287).

The mean price over the period under analysis is similar for all four markets, taken
pairwise. For natural gas, average prices in the US are slightly above the European
ones, but remain very similar to each others. Average prices were, respectively,
US$4.66/barrel at the NBP and US$5.16/barrel at Henry Hub (US$5.39/t if we
consider the same period as for the European market). However, maximum prices
differ, for the same period, quite significantly, with natural gas prices peaking at
US$27.81/barrel at the beginning 2006 in Europe due to an unexpected shock in
commodity supply and at US$18.48/barrel in the US at the beginning of 2003, also
due to unusually cold weather and the rump up of the Iraq war 26.
Also for crude oil, the two time series show on average similar daily prices. This
observed behaviour of oil prices is in line with our expectations (given the presence

26

Natural gas prices in Europe peaked on the 13th of March 2006, after a substantial increase in spot prices
during the winter in 2005 and 2006 caused by the cold weather and the unexpected gas shortage experienced
during that period by suppliers. Same argumentation applies to the US, when Henry Hub prices soared from a
6.73 US$ per barrel on Friday close to 18.43 US$ per barrel on the Tuesday in question (Source: Factiva)
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of a global market for crude oil and the consequent validity of Law Of One Price
(LOOP))27.
The univariate analysis suggests a highly fluctuating behaviour (recall the depletable
resource theory in previous section) and considerably high level of volatility. For
instance, when considering the 3rd and 4th moments of the distributions, all the four
time series exhibit positive skewness, caused by the fact that extremely high prices
are more likely to occur than extremely low prices, and excess kurtosis (i.e. fat tails).
Thus, it is possible to conclude that energy prices are characterized by asymmetric
distributions and by high level of volatility due to the continuous external shocks
occurring at different point in time. As a matter of fact, the seasonality of the
commodity spot prices arises from the systematic variations of the demand or supply
over different season (i.e. demand during winter months is considerably higher than
during the warm season) and from the impossibility or the difficulty of storing the
commodity (in case of natural gas) to absorb the above demand variations.
Variability of weather and storage conditions are indeed the main drivers of the
fluctuating behaviour of natural gas prices, since it generates frequent spikes during
winter season followed by period of relative stability.
Figure 10 below plots the daily spot prices for the different commodities for the period
under analysis. The graphical representation confirms the conclusions traced with
the univariate analysis, with natural gas prices and crude oil prices exhibiting similar
patterns both between (read: between different commodities markets) and within
(read: between different geographical markets) commodities. Moreover, natural gas
prices exhibit strong evidence of seasonality (due to the sharp increase of demand
during cold months) and high volatility during these periods (serial autocorrelation
and heteroskedasticity).
For our analysis, it is critical to consider not only the price evolution of each single
commodity. A number of interactions exist between the two different commodities
already analysed in Section 3, which generate some dependencies between spot
(and also forward) prices of these commodities.
The price dependencies between different markets can be detected by comparing
the trajectories of spot prices. From this graphical representation, it is possible to
27

The LOOP implies that oil prices in different geographical locations tend to converge to a single price.
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detect that crude oil and natural gas price series exhibit a common pattern,
especially in the US market, and seem to follow this common trend, at least until the
end of 2008. After 2009 however, the two series WTI and HH seem to decouple. As
a matter of fact, over the same period of time (2009-2011), crude oil prices rebound
from the crisis levels and increase substantially returning to c.70-80 US$/barrel, while
natural gas prices continue to decline and only recently stabilize around a constant
value, well below the last six years average.
These dynamics are not replicated in the European market, where the development
of natural gas prices follow the same pattern as crude oil prices (although with some
lags, see Figure 12). For instance, even if the financial crisis also affected the energy
prices at the end of 2008 (with some relevant lag compared to the US), nonetheless
both commodities started to recover and grow at the level pre crisis in a relatively
short time frame. A first visual inspection indeed suggests the presence of a common
pattern between the two energy commodities, although some important changes to
the above trend occurred over the last few years.
Figure 11: Energy spot prices over the period 1998-2011
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Figure 12: Energy spot prices over the period 2009-2011
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In this section, the analysis focused on describing briefly the historical evolution of
spot prices of the two energy commodities singularly. A first qualitative observation of
the price trajectories suggests that the two power spot prices have been historically
strongly correlated. Understanding cross commodity dependency is a relevant topic
for energy companies and investors, since it allows modelling correctly the dynamic
behaviour of these commodities. However, studying cross commodity dependencies
requires the use of more sophisticated statistical methodologies.
Price dependencies between different commodity markets can be of two main types:
short term dependencies and long term dependencies. Short term dependency can
be defined essentially as the daily co-movements of commodity prices, while longterm dependencies convey to the long-run equilibrium linkage between interrelated
commodity markets and to the way deviations to long-run equilibrium are reabsorbed
over time. As already emphasized in the previous section, the dependencies
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between natural gas and crude oil markets, generated by the mechanisms described
in Section 3, have both effects in the short and in the long term28.
This is relevant from a statistical point of view, as different methodologies should be
applied for the two aforementioned types of commodities. In the following section, the
various econometrics methodologies used in this paper will be discussed and the
empirical findings will be presented. In order to study the dependency structure of
two time series, it is relevant to understand their structural characteristics.
Commodity price series are normally assumed, according to the crucial work of
Hotelling (1931), to be mean reverting and thus stationary29. Natural gas and crude
oil prices, however, exhibit substantially different dynamics.
In the current paper, the tests on stationarity of energy time series will be conducted
by applying well known econometric methodologies and, based on the results
obtained in the first step, the investigation of the dependency structure of the two
time series will follow, using the appropriate methodology. The focus of the following
sections will be to investigate the dependencies between natural gas and crude oil at
a price level.
In this analysis, we are not interested in analysing the interaction between the two
fossil fuels in terms of volatility spill-overs or time-dependency of higher moments.
Previous literature treats the volatility of energy commodities using GARCH or ARCH
models, with appropriate extensions incorporating both a seasonality component and
the asymmetry between positive and negative moves. However, for the purpose of
this study, we do not utilize additional models to correct for heteroskedasticity and
serial autocorrelation in residuals.
As it will be stressed in the appropriate chapters, heteroskedasticity in the residuals
is taken into account using the Newey-West correction of standard errors. This
methodology is an extension of the popular White correction method, which
simultaneously corrects for heteroskedasticity and serial correlation in residuals.
For interested readers, an extensive analysis of volatilities in the energy markets can
be found Henning (2003), and other subsequent studies, Suenaga (2008) and Ohana
(2008).
28

Recall the dual fired power plant, which induces short term dependencies through substitution between gas
and oil, but creates also long term dependencies due to investments in new gas power plant after a period of
undervalued gas
29
Spot prices are formed by oscillations around a random trend which is upward drifting [Hotelling, 1931].
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5. Time series analysis: an introduction
Stationarity and mean reversion are two strictly related concepts. A stochastic
process is said to be strictly stationary if its properties are unaffected by change of
time origin. Thus, the joint probability distribution at any set of times is not affected by
an arbitrary shift along the axis, i.e. the joint probability distribution function at any set
of time ݐଵ ǡ ݐଶ ǡ Ǥ Ǥ Ǥǡ ݐ the same as the joint probability distribution at ݐଵା ǡ ݐଶା ǡ Ǥ Ǥ Ǥǡ ݐା

where k is an arbitrary shift in time (Hamilton, 1994). To phrase it differently, the
distribution of ܺଵ remains the same as the distribution of any other ܺ௧ and does not
depend upon the time period t considered.

If neither the mean nor the autocovariances for a stochastic process X depend on
time, then the process is defined as weak stationary or covariance stationary.
Covariance stationary is a more popular concept in the applied literature than strict
stationarity, since it requires only the first two moments of the distribution to be
independent from time to define a process as stationary and thus is easier to apply
and test30.
The importance to assess stationarity of a time series lies in the different approaches
that need to be taken to analyse the dependency structure of two (or more) assets.
Non stationarity, moreover, may lead to spurious regressions (characterized by a
high ܴଶ although the two variables are completely unrelated) and to misleading

representations of dependencies between variables. To measure the dependency
structure of stochastic processes, two difference methodologies exist, depending on
the time series properties of the assets analysed. In case of stationary time series, a
Vector Autoregressive (VAR) model should be implemented. For non stationary
processes, the VAR cannot be used since it implies that the series under study are
mean reverting. In this case, the concept of cointegration and Vector Error Correction
Model (VECM) should be applied.
In the following paragraphs, the results of the stationarity analysis on the dataset
available are presented. As mentioned before, in order to correctly investigate the
dependency between time series, the appropriate methodology needs to be applied.
Therefore, it is relevant to analyse the time series properties of the log prices for both
energy commodities. Around this topic, the econometrics literature is vast and well
30

See Hamilton (1994) for a mathematical formulation of the above
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established. Non stationarity can arise from a number of different sources, the most
common in macroeconomics and finance being the so called “unit root”31
5.1 Unit root tests
Non stationary series are characterized by infinitely long memory, such that external
shocks are persistent effects that last forever. Thus the current value of a non
stationary variable  can be seen as an infinite sum of past shocks, plus some

starting value of . Detecting non stationarity by using the more immediate

observation of the autocorrelation function however is not sufficient. As a matter of
fact, although shocks to a unit root process are persistent and remain in the system
indefinitely, the autocorrelation function for a unit root process may be misleading,
since it has often been seen to decay away very slowly to zero and thus, and the
process may be mistaken for a highly persistent but indeed stationary process.
Hence, unit root tests have been developed to study whether a series is
characterised by a unit root or not.
As the reader may know, since unit root tests have been extensively studied, they
can be considered today as state-of-art techniques. Moreover, given their strict
relationship with the vastly popular concept of cointegration introduced by Granger in
1987, they have been used in applied econometric studies and their properties
extensively investigated.
In this research, the Phillips Perron test statistics and the ADF (Augmented Dicker
Fuller test) will be used to test for the presence of unit root in the sample studied.
The Augmented Dicker Fuller (ADF), as the name suggests, is an “augmented”
version of the well known Dicker Fuller test, used in case of autocorrelated error
terms. Differently from the simple DF test, the ADF includes extra lagged terms of the
dependent variable in the relevant equation, thus correcting for serial correlation of
residuals32. The testing procedure is based on the model
ο୲ ൌ Ƚ  Ⱦ  ɀ୲ିଵ  Ɂଵ ο୲ିଵ  Ɂଶ ο୲ିଶ   ڮ Ɂ୫ ο୲ି୫  ɂ୲

which can be rewritten in a more condensed form as
31

For an AR(1) process xt = ʔxtо1 + ut to be stationary, it is required that |ʔ| < 1. In case of an AR(p) process, the
fundamental requirement is that all the roots of the equation 1 о ʔ1z о . . . о ʔpzp = 0 lie out of the unit circle. If one of the
roots turns out to be one, then this process is called unit root process.
32
The inclusion of the additional lagged term make the error term in the following equation asymptotically a white noise
process, which is a required condition for the distributional results to be valid.
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ο୲ ൌ Ƚ  Ⱦ  ɀ୲ିଵ   Ɂ୧ ο୲ି୧  ɂ୲ 
ୀଵ

where m represents the lag order of the autoregressive process (for example,
AR(m)). The unit root test is performed by testing the null hypothesis of ɀ ൌ Ͳ versus
the alternative hypothesisɀ  Ͳ. The null hypothesis implies that z = 1 (with z being
one of the solution of the characteristic equation of the process) which corresponds

to a unit root, while the alternative hypothesis represents the stationarity of the time
series. The ADF uses the OLS to estimate the coefficient ɀ and its corresponding tstatistics to test for the significance of the coefficient.

An alternative to the ADF test is the procedure introduced by Phillips and Perron
(1988). The Phillips Perron (PP) test is a non parametric test and represents a
generalization of the ADF procedure, allowing for milder and less restrictive
assumptions on the error process. In other terms, it allows for serial correlation and
heterogeneity of the error term. Instead of adding additional lags in the regression to
rule out the serial autocorrelation in the error term, the PP test continue to estimate
the regression as in the DF test, but adjust the test statistics to take into account for
serial correlation and potential heteroskedasticity in the residuals. The correction is
based on a methodology similar to the Newey-West procedure to compute HAC
standard errors.
The two aforementioned tests differ only in the way they treat the time series
properties of the error process. While for the Augmented Dicker Fuller test the error
term should be uncorrelated and have constant variance and it controls for serial
correlation by including higher order autoregressive terms in the regression (required
for the residuals to be ̱݅݅݀ሺͲǡ ߪ ଶ ሻ ), for the Phillips Perron test this additional

correction is not required. The Philips and Perron test for unit root adjusts the test

statistics to take into account for autocorrelation and potential heteroskedasticity of
the disturbance term. Apart from this difference, the two tests are interchangeable
and their similarity is supported by the fact that the asymptotic distributions of the
Phillips Perron test and the ADF test are the same (and thus also the critical values).
Recently, there has been a substantial debate regarding the size and power of the
two tests, given the size distortion and loss of power shown in case of outliers and
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structural breaks33. However, given that the above tests still remain the mostly
commonly used in the econometrics analysis for unit root, they will be the primary
methodology used to test for stationarity.
For the sake of completeness, the unit root tests on log price series have been
performed using an additional test, the KPSS, and the DF-GLS34 tests. The rationale
behind the use of these additional tests lies in the size distortion and loss of power of
the two most commonly used tests in presence of negative autocorrelation of the
tested variables. The main difference among these tests lies in the null hypothesis
used. For instance, the KPSS model takes as null hypothesis the stationarity of the
time series and non stationarity as alternative, while the ADF, the PP and the DFGLS all reverse the role of the null and alternative hypothesis.
The number of lags is set based on different lag length criteria available, which will
be discussed more in details below. The optimal number of lags to be included in the
unit root tests is critical to obtain non misleading results35. Ng and Perron, for
instance, demonstrated that the lag length choice influence the power and the size of
the tests36 . As a rule of thumb, when the lag length is unknown, it is more advisable
to choose a fairly large lag length, since the test presents less size distortions and
thus diminish the probability of an over rejection of the null hypothesis of presence of
unit root (Ng and Perron, 1995)37.
5.2 Unit root tests, an empirical analysis of the US market
The table below shows the result of the lag order selection analysis performed with
Eviews, comparing five tests available. As the reader can infer, different tests used
convey to slightly different results, which can be clustered in two groups. Given the
above discussion and the conclusion that a unit root test with more lags has better
properties, the Akaike Information Criterion has been chosen to analyse both natural
gas and crude oil time series characteristics. Based on the Akaike Information

33

See Maddala (1999) for a more in deep discussion of the topic
The DF-GLS represents an “improved alternative” to the ADF, whereby data are de-trended using a GLS
procedure, prior to run the usual Dicker Fuller regression.
35
It has been observed indeed that the size and the power of the ADF test are particularly sensitive to the
number of lagged terms used in the analysis, as both Schwert (1989) and Agiakoglou (1992) highlight.
36
If too few lags are included, the asymptotic distributions are not valid and the test can have large size
distortion, but if the model is over-parameterized, this may lead to a low power.
37
Differences in power across tests with different lag lengths included tend to decrease as the sample size
increases, while size distortion does not depend on the sample size used (Ng and Perron, 1995).
34
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Criterion, the unit root tests performed for crude oil and natural gas should include
respectively 7 and 24 lags.
Table 7: Lag order selection criteria
(a) Crude Oil
Lag

LR

FPE

AIC

SIC

HQ

3
7

104.27
17.915*

1.44e-06
1.44e-06*

-7.775
-7.778*

-7.750*
-7.723

-7.766*
-7.758

Lag

LR

FPE

AIC

SC

HQ

3
24

103.175
10.936*

1.45e-06
1.45e-06*

-7.766
-7.771*

-7.741*
-7.687

-7.757*
-7.741

(b) Natural Gas

* indicates lag order selected by the criterion
LR: sequential modified LR test statistic (each test at 5% level)
FPE: Final prediction error
AIC: Akaike information criterion
SIC: Schwarz information criterion
HQ: Hannan-Quinn information criterion

In recent paper, Cuddington and Wang (2006) use the so called Modified Akaike
Information Criterion (MAIC) to test for the presence of unit root in the log prices of
US natural gas hubs. Recent econometric software packages, when testing for unit
roots, have the option to perform automatically the choice of the different criteria.
When using this option, the optimal number of lags chosen coincides with the lag
length resulting from the AIC criterion.
Both tests give consistent results and their uniform outcome support the final
conclusion of non stationarity of the energy log-price series. The tables below clearly
show that it is not possible to reject the null hypothesis of presence of unit roots at
any level of confidence in both cases, as expected. Therefore, it follows the
conclusion that the log series of crude oil and natural gas prices exhibit unit root and
thus are non-stationary. This is a common finding in the literature about natural gas
and crude oil prices38.

38

See Hassan Mohammadi (2009), Benciviaga (2009), Pyndick (1999), Geman (2005), which found evidence
that crude oil prices were mean reverting over the period 1994-2000, but then changed into a random walk
after 2000, while natural gas exhibited a mean reverting pattern until 1999, then changed into the random
walk with a lag compared to oil prices
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Table 8: Crude oil unit root test
PhillipsPerron1

Augmented
Dickey-Fuller1

T-Statistic
(p-value)

-2.828
(0.1872)

-2.666 (7)
(0.2509)

6.409***
(0.0000)

0.302

1% level
5% level
10% level

-3.961
-3.411
-3.127

-3.961
-3.411
-3.127

0.739
0.463
0.347

-2.566
-1.941
-1.617

KPSS2
3.444***

DFGLS1
-0.953

KPSS2

DFGLS1

Note:*** indicates significance at 1% level

Table 9 : Natural gas unit root test
Augmented
Dickey-Fuller1
-2.209 (24)

T-Statistic

PhillipsPerron1
-2.887

(p-value)

(0.1669)

(0.2033)

(0.0000)

1% level
5% level

-3.961
-3.411

-3.961
-3.411

0.739
0.463

-2.566
-1.941

10% level

-3.127

-3.127

0.347

-1.617

Note:*** indicates significance at 1% level
ADF test statistics show lag augmentation in parenthesis chosen according to the AIC. No
deterministic trends are allowed in any test equation.
Notes:
1 Null Hypothesis: unit root process
2 Null Hypothesis: stationary process

The above results allow to further investigating the existence of a cointegrating
relationship between crude oil and natural gas in the American market. The level of
integration of the two variables (both I(1)) is confirmed by the fact that the ADF and
Phillips Perron test on first differenced data rejects the null hypothesis of existence of
unit root, being the t-statistics greater than the critical values for any value of ߙ

considered. Therefore, on the basis of the above analysis, the next step will be to
investigate the dependencies between natural gas and crude oil by using the EngleGranger approach.
6. Engle Granger cointegration procedure
The Engle Granger procedure is a single equation technique, which is conducted in
two steps. This methodology requires to first study the long run relationship between
log prices of natural gas and of crude oil using an OLS regression. Then, the short
term and long term dynamics of the two series are modelled using an Error
Correction Model. The economic rationale behind the analysis has been already
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presented in Section 3, suggesting that there should be an equilibrium relationship
between the two energy price series.
Generally, given two time series which are integrated of order p, their linear
combination will have an order of integration will also be equal to p. However, two
non stationary series ݔ௧ and ݕ௧ are said to be cointegrated if there exists a parameter

ߚ such that ݑ௧  ൌ  ݕ௧ െ ߚ ݔ  כ௧ is a stationary process. In other words, their linear
combination (ݕ௧ െ ߚ ݔ  כ௧ or ݑ௧ ) is stationary, i.e. I(0), and represents the long term

equilibrium of the two processes.

Consistent with our initial analysis, we use the logarithm of prices to test for the
existence of cointegration between the two series. It may be argued that the
cointegrating regression should be estimated using the levels rather than the
logarithms of the variables considered. An answer to this question can be found in
Hendry and Juselius (2000), which noted that, if a set of series is cointegrated in their
levels, it will also be cointegrated in their log levels. In other words, performing the
Engle Granger cointegration analysis on energy prices or their logarithms will not
affect our conclusions on the existence of a cointegrating relationship (although the
values of the coefficients will obviously change).
The first step in this analysis is to establish if a cointegration relationship between oil
and gas prices effectively exists. This can be done using two main procedures, the
Engle-Granger and the Johansen procedure, which represents a multivariate
generalization of the Augmented Dicker Fuller test (Enders, 2004).Then, the error
terms of the cointegration equation are tested for stationarity39. In this analysis, the
ADF is applied to test for the presence of a unit root in the residuals and the outcome
of the test can be interpreted as a cointegration test. If a unit root is found in the error
term, then the two I(p) series considered are not cointegrated (i.e. their linear
relationship is also integrated of order p). On the other hand, if the test rejects the
null hypothesis of unit root at a reasonable significance level, it is possible to assume
that the two series are cointegrated. The OLS regression assumes the following form
ሺ

ሻ୲ ൌ Ƚ  Ⱦሺ ሻ୲  ɂ୲

39

As already stated, if two I(p) processes are cointegrated (i.e. their linear relationship is stationary), then the
error term resulting from this regression is stationary (see equation above).
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6.1 Empirical results in the US market
Below, the full results of the regression of natural gas over crude oil log prices are
provided.
ሺ

ሻ୲ ൌ െͲǤͷ  ͲǤͳͻ  כሺ ሻ୲  ɂ୲

Table 10: OLS cointegrating regression results

R2

ߙ
(p-value)
ߚ
(p-value)

Coefficient
-0.775***
(0.000)
0.619***
(0.000)

Std. Error
0.0890

t-Statistic
-8.704

0.0251

24.744

0.5539

Note: *** denotes significance at 1% level

On the output Table 10, the coefficient ߚ shows the expected sign (1% increase in

price levels for crude oil leads to an increase of c.0.62% in natural gas prices in the
long run) and is highly significant. However, the DW statistics signals that the
residuals of both regressions exhibit high level of autocorrelation (in particular, since
the statistics is ݀ ݓൎ Ͳ, it implies that the error term is positively autocorrelated). As

the reader may know, in case of non stationary time series, relatively high level of the
ଶ and a low   may indicate the presence of a spurious regression40. Also
the Breusch Godfrey test confirms the presence of serial correlation and the ARCH
LM test indicates the presence of conditional autocorrelation in the variance.
However, in this case, it is still possible to safely interpret the coefficient and their
significance since, when performing the above regression, residuals has been
corrected for heteroskedasticity and autocorrelation using the Newey-West correction
methodology, resulting in HAC standard errors.
As already anticipated, in the current analysis, we do not include any seasonal factor
in the regression or in the modelling the error term dynamics. This is justified by the
fact that in the current analysis we are mainly interested in the cointegrating
relationship and the analysis of the stability of the potential linkage existing between
the two fossil fuels.

40

The Cointegrating Regression DW (CRDW) test is an alternative test for cointegration based on the Dw
statistic. Here, the presence of a unit root inɂ୲ corresponds asymptotically to a Dw statistic not significantly
larger than zero (Verbeek, 2004).
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At this point, it is necessary to test for the stationarity of the error term. Given the
evident autocorrelation in the residuals, the ADF needs to be used to test for a unit
root in the residuals, applying the AIC to select the most appropriate number of lags.
When interpreting the results of the test, it has to be noted that asymptotic critical
values differ slightly from critical values used normally for the ADF test. This is
because the test is applied on OLS residuals rather than on an observed time series
and applying normal ADF values will lead to reject the null hypothesis of nonstationarity too often41. Thus, adjusted critical values reported by Davidson and
MacKinnon (1993) are used to test for significance. Results of the analysis are
reported in Table 11. The null hypothesis of existence of unit root can be rejected at
a level of significance between 5% and 10% and we can conclude that the residuals
of the regression are indeed stationary (although borderline stationarity). Given that
the error term results to be I(0), the linear combination of the two variables is also I(0)
(see our previous discussion on the argument) and thus are cointegrated.
Therefore, it is possible to conclude that a stable long run relationship between the
two energy commodities exists, and the parameters estimated through the above
regression are superconsistent, even if the short term dynamics are (incorrectly)
omitted (Verbeek, 2004).
Table 11: ADF on OLS residuals and critical values
t-Statistic
Augmented Dickey-Fuller test statistic

-3.21*

Test critical values:

1% level

-3.90

5% level
10% level

-3.34
-3.04

Note: * denotes significance at 10% level

Relying on the above relationship, it is then possible interpret the results as follow.
Given a crude oil price of 48.17US$ per barrel, the price of natural gas would be 5.09
US$ per MMBtu, yielding a 9.5 to 1 ratio. It is indeed interesting to look at the two
extreme situations, i.e. high and low crude oil prices. If crude oil price is 20
US$/barrel, then the natural gas should be, according to the above relationship,
priced at circa 2.9US$/barrel, resulting in a 6.8 to 1 ratio. On the other hand, if the
price of the crude oil is increased to 80US$ per barrel, then the corresponding
41

This happens because the OLS procedure minimizes the variance of the residuals and “make them look as
stationary as possible” (Verbeek , 2004).
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natural gas price will be around 6.9US$/MmBtu, yielding a higher ratio, 11.5 to 1. It is
critical to note that these are long run relationship between the variables, which in the
short term may change due to exogenous shocks. These observations are in line
with previous literature on the topic, sustaining the existence of a linkage between
natural gas and crude oil.
However, the results obtained are not as strong as expected, given that nonstationarity of residuals cannot be rejected at 5% level of significance. The relatively
low level of significance of the ADF test generates some doubts regarding the
strength of a natural gas-crude oil relationship. Again, a visual representation of the
trajectory of residuals over the estimated period would help to confirm if the
hypothesis of a structural break should be investigated for further evidence. The
graph plotting actual and fitted series and the residuals of the cointegrating
relationship leads to some important observations. The error term tends to fluctuate
around zero for the majority of the sample analyzed, although it clearly exhibits
strong autocorrelation and heteroskedasticity (as the DW statistics and the Breusch
Godfrey tests confirmed). One explanation for such behaviour of the error term is to
be found in the seasonality characterising the natural gas price series42.
Nevertheless, the theoretical cointegration relationship seems to fit the data
reasonably well until the end of 2008 (with the exception of the spikes in natural gas
prices occurred in 2000, 2003 and 2006). Starting from 2009 however, actual and
fitted values start to diverge, and the fitted relationship consistently overestimates
natural gas prices. This change is signalled also by the residuals trajectory, which
suddenly starts fluctuating around a negative value rather than zero for the entire
period 2009-2011. This abrupt change seems to indicate that, for this period,
estimated values obtained from the OLS are consistently biased, with ܧሺߝ௧ ሻ ് Ͳ.

Another symptom of the instability of the cointegrated long run regression over the
last period arises from the analysis of the recursive coefficient.
On Figure 14 and 15, both the intercept and slope coefficient indicate a dramatic
change at the end of 2008.

42

See the chapter describing natural gas markets and the beginning of this section
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Figure 13: Engle Granger cointegrating relationship, natural gas fitted, actual and residuals
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Figure 14: Recursive coefficient, intercept c(1)
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Figure 15: Recursive coefficient, slope c(2)
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7. Unit root tests with structural breaks
All these considerations lead to the conclusion that we need to further investigate the
impact of a potential structural break in natural gas and oil price series. Conventional
unit root test (such as the ADF and PP test previously employed) do not allow for the
possibility of a structural break. One major drawback of unit root tests is that all of
them are based on the implicit assumption that the deterministic trend is correctly
specified. However, in case there is a break in this trend, unit root tests will be
misleading. This means that they will lead to the conclusion that a unit root exists,
while in fact, it does not the case (Perron, 1989).
A common problem with these tests, as Perron demonstrated, is that the power to
reject the null hypothesis of unit root decrease when a structural break is ignored.
Zivot and Andrews (2002) proposed a variation of the PP test to account for
structural break when the timing of the break is unknown. The methodology used
implies a sequential test which utilizes different dummy variables for each possible
break date. When the ADF test of unit root is at minimum, i.e. when there is more
evidence to reject the unit root, the break date is then selected. The critical values for
the Zivot and Andrews are different to the critical values used for the ADF test, due to
the inclusion of the time break variables in the equation. This allows to test for unit
root and contemporaneously to select the structural break date for the considered
equation. The procedure implies the choice among three models to test for unit root,
which contains two dummy variables ୲  and ୲ for the mean shift and trend shift

variable occurring at each possible break date.

୩

ȟ୲ ൌ Ƚ  Ⱦ   כ ɀ ି୲ כଵ  Ʉ  ୲ כ  Ɂ୨  כȟ୲ି୨  ɂ୲
୨ୀଵ

୩

ȟ୲ ൌ Ƚ  Ⱦ   כ ɀ ି୲ כଵ  Ʌ  ୲ כ  Ɂ୨  כȟ୲ି୨  ɂ୲
୨ୀଵ

୩

ȟ୲ ൌ Ƚ  Ⱦ   כ ɀ ି୲ כଵ  Ʉ  ୲ כ Ʌ  ୲ כ  Ɂ୨  כȟ୲ି୨  ɂ୲
୨ୀଵ

Where

୲ ൌ ቄ

ͳ  ܾܶ݅݉݁݇ܽ݁ݎሺܶܤሻ

Ͳ
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୲ ൌ ቄ



 ൌ   ܶܤ

Ͳ

As usual, the null hypothesis in all the above model is that ɀ ൌ Ͳ, which implies that
the series contains a unit root with a structural break occurring at time TB (with
0<TB<T and T=last observation), while the alternative hypothesis implies that the
series is a trend stationary process with one time break occurring at some point over
the period analysed. In our paper, we use the first model, which includes a shift in the
intercept (structural break). The results of the analysis are reported in Table 12, and
confirm our previous results.
Table 12: Zivot-Andrews cointegration test results, Model A
Variable(s)

WTI

HH

ɸ(OLS)

t-statistics
Break

-2.92
02 February 2009

-3.36
04 February 2009

-4.82**
06 February
2009

Critical values
1%
5%
10%

-5.34
-4.80
-4.58

Note: **denotes significance at 5% level

From the above, we cannot clearly reject the null hypothesis for crude oil and natural
gas to be non stationary, while we can reject the hypothesis of non stationarity at 5%
level. Moreover, we find evidence of the presence of a structural break at the
beginning of 2009 which was already detected just by observing the data.
In addition to the above analysis, we followed Joyeux (2001) procedure to test unit
roots in presence of structural breaks as explained in the paper “How to deal with
structural breaks in practical cointegration analysis”. The testing equation differs
slightly from the above, but the conceptual idea behind it is similar. The model
formulated includes a dummy variable capturing the shift in the intercept level and
thus the structural break. A drawback of this model is that the structural break date
should be known in order to add the correct dummy variable and obtain reliable
results. Thus, if the break is unknown, the test may be incorrectly specified and leads
to misleading conclusions. In this case, the use of the Zivot-Andrews procedure is
more advisable.
The test equation can be written in the following form
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୩ିଵ

୩

୨ୀଵ

୨ୀ

ȟ୲ ൌ Ƚ  ɀ୩ ି୲ כଵ  Ʉ ି୲ כ୩    ɀ୨  כȟ୲ି୨   Ʌ୨  כȟ୲ି୨  ɂ୲

where k represents the number of lags chosen according to one of lag length criteria
and D represents the dummy capturing the structural break. This is define as
୲ ൌ ቄ

ͳ  ܾܶ݅݉݁݇ܽ݁ݎሺܶܤሻ
Ͳ

The model is formulated conditionally to the first k-observations for each subsample
(determined by the lag length criterion) and thus requires the inclusion the
intervention dummies43 with the appropriate lag. The effect of ȟ୲ is to make the

residuals associated to ାଵ (i.e. the first observation after the structural break)

equals to zero, given the initial value in the second sub-sample (Joyeux, 2001).

The above regression is run including as a Time Break point the year 2009 and using
the lag length obtained using the AIC criterion. Also in this case, it is not possible to
reject the null hypothesis of existence of a unit root in the two variables considered.
The residuals result stationary at 5% level of significance. It is important to
emphasize that all these tests have been performed using the Newey-West
correction, which allows the error to be HAC, in order to account for serial correlation
and heteroskedasticity of the residuals.
Given the above results and the relatively low level of significance at which we can
reject the non stationarity of the error term in all the tests performed, it is interesting
to analyse the relationship between natural gas and crude oil over the period of time
separately, to detect any major difference. Therefore, we run again the Engle
Granger procedure on two subsamples, using this time as a break point January
2009.

43

Using the definition of Joyeux, the intervention dummy represents the structural break
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7.1

Empirical results in the US market: Engle Granger procedure on subsamples

In this section, we repeat the analysis already presented using the Engle-Granger
two step methodologies. First the cointegrating regression is estimated on each
subsample, then the residuals are tested to detect the presence of a unit root.
The first sample includes the period between the 1st of January 1998 and 1st of
January 2009, for a total of 2,870 observations.
After checking for the non-stationarity of the two price series over the period
considered, the analysis continues to test for the existence of cointegration by
applying the Engle Granger approach. The result of the OLS, using HAC standard
errors, is reported below. Apart from an improvement in the ଶ and in the DW
statistics (which, however, remains extremely low), the slope coefficient has

increased in value, indicating a stronger effect of crude oil prices on natural gas. As a
matter of fact, a 1% increase in the price of crude oil is followed by a correspondent
0.8% (vs. 0.6%) increase in the long term price of the natural gas.
Table 13: Engle Granger OLS regression on 1998-2008

ߙʹ

(p-value)

ߚʹ

(p-value)
R-squared
Durbin-Watson stat

Coefficient

Std. Error

t-Statistic

-1.290***
(0.000)
0.786***
(0.000)

0.073

-17.691

0.020

38.944

0.763
0.037

Note: ***indicates significance at 1% level

The tests for unit root in the residuals yields the expected result. The error term is
stationary, and it is possible reject the null hypothesis of unit root at 1% level of
significance. The two energy commodities, on the other hand, exhibit a stronger
evidence of non-stationarity compared to the previous analysis, resulting in a higher
ADF statistics. Again, these observations are in line with the findings of the previous
literature, and confirm the hypothesis that the linkage between crude oil and natural
gas has weakened over the last two years. The table below shows the values and
significance of the ADF tests for the different variables, together with the relevant
critical levels.
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Table 14: ADF unit root test results on first subsample 1998-2008
Variable(s)

WTI

HH

Residuals

T-statistics
p-value

-1.525
(0.5209)

-2.035
(0.2721)

-3.946***
(0.0075)

Test critical values:

1% level

-3.432

-3.90

5% level

-2.862

-3.34

10% level

-2.567

-3.04

Note: *** indicates significance at 1% level

Figure 16: Actual and fitted values of natural gas prices over the period 1998-2008
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As the graph plotting residuals, actual and fitted values shows, the cointegrating
relationship tends to better fit the data. Moreover, although the natural gas prices
were subject to a number of relevant shocks (the gas bubble in early 2000, the cold
weather and shortage of gas supply in 2003 and a series of Hurricanes-the most
relevant being Katrina during the summer of 2005-just to mention a few), the long run
relationship seems to hold throughout the entire period. Effectively, although short
term shocks led to an immediate deviation from the long term equilibrium,
nonetheless the natural prices tend to revert to the long term equilibrium predicted by
the OLS. This argumentation, however, will be elaborated more in depth in the
section on the Error Correction Model (ECM).
The second sample includes the remaining observation, for a total of 532
observations. Although the sample size is substantially smaller, the number of
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observation is still sufficient to perform the same econometric methodology with the
same level of significance.
The first test for non-stationarity of the energy price series yields some unexpected
results for natural gas. While the ADF test fails to reject the presence of a unit root,
leading to the conclusion that the time series is non stationary, both the PP and the
KPSS tests reveal that the natural gas price series is stationary. This result requires
some further investigations. Although he ADF and PP tests are asymptotically
equivalent, in finite (and relatively small sample) they may lead to substantially
different results because of the way which they correct for serial correlation.
Moreover, in certain cases (see Schwert (1989)), the ADF and PP are severely size
distorted, leading to reject the I(1) hypothesis too often. Caner and Killian (2001)
found similar distortions with the KPSS test. Therefore, the same unit root test is
conducted using the more efficient methodologies proposed by Elliot, Rothenberg
and Stock (1996) and Ng and Perron (2001). Both the Ng Perron and ERS tests
confirm that natural gas price series is indeed non stationary. This allows to further
developing the cointegrating analysis using the methodology appropriate for I(1)
series. The OLS regression performed confirms the drastic change in the relationship
between natural gas and crude oil prices occurred over the last two years. The value
of the ଶ drops abruptly to zero, providing a first evidence of the little explanatory

power (i.e. influence) of crude oil price. Also the coefficient capturing the linkage
between natural gas and crude oil decreases substantially, becoming negative, and
is not significant almost at 90% level of significance44. These observations represent
strong evidence of a decoupling between natural gas and crude oil prices.
Table 15: Engle Granger OLS regression on 2009-2011

ߙ͵
(p-value)
ߚ͵
(p-value)
R2
Durbin-Watson stat

Coefficient

Std. Error

t-Statistic

1.450***
(0.000)
-0.010
(0.898)

0.320

4.519

0.075

-0.128

0.0001
0.0635

Note: *** denotes significance at 1% level
44

Standard errors have been corrected using Newey-West procedure.
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Figure 17: Actual, fitted values of natural gas prices over the period 2009-2011
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As a further evidence of a break in the above relationship, is provided by the analysis
of the residuals created by the above OLS. As expected, the results of the unit root
tests lead to the conclusion that residuals of the OLS are non stationary, confirming
that the two series are not cointegrated.
This analysis provides an unexpected development of the linkage between natural
gas and crude oil and questions the existence of the tie between natural gas and
crude oil. The abrupt change in the linkage between the two commodities may have
different roots. The energy industry is going (and has recently gone) through a
number of important changes which inevitably had an impact on the pricing
mechanisms of the two commodities, and the extent to which they influence each
others. A deeper analysis of the topic will be traced in the concluding section of the
chapter on the US energy market.
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8. Johansen Cointegration Test
In order to confirm the results obtained using the Engle Granger procedure and test
their robustness, the Johansen cointegration test is used in this analysis. The
Johansen approach allows the testing of hypothesis on the cointegration relationship
itself and represents a multivariate generalization of the well known Dicker Fuller
test. The Johansen test is based on a Vector Error Correction Model of the form
ȟ୲ ൌ Ɂ  σ୩ିଵ
୧ୀଵ Ȟ୧ ȟ୲ି୧  ȫ୲ିଵ  ɂ୲ 

where Ɂ is the constant term and ȟ୲ is a k-dimensional vector containing the first

differenced price series. The test focuses on the coefficient ȫ, which should be

interpreted as the long run multiplier matrix. Johansen test is a Maximum Likelihood
estimation procedure, which allows testing for the number of cointegrating
relationship existing in the system. This approach, since it allows the analysis of the
data in a full system of equations model, is enough flexible to account for both long
run as well as short run dynamics of the series under analysis. The details of this
procedure are quite complex, and in the current analysis we shall just focus on the
fundamental aspects45. The first step in the analysis involves testing for the rank of

the long run multiplier matrix. By analysing the rank of the coefficient matrix ȫ using

its eigenvalues (i.e. its characteristic roots), the test identifies the number of

cointegrating relationship. The rank of a matrix is equal to the number of its
eigenvalues, here denoted by ɉ୧ , that are different from zero46. Each eigenvalue is
associated with a different cointegrating vector (the eigenvector), which, if

significantly different from zero, indicates the presence of a cointegrating
relationship. This means that each non-zero eigenvalue represents one cointegrating
relationship. Consequently, by studying the rank of the matrix ȫ, it can be tested

whether a long run cointegration relationship exists and the number of these
relationships.
The test statistics under the Johansen approach are formulated as

ߣ௧ ሺݎሻ ൌ െܶ σୀାଵ ሺͳ െ ɉన )

45

ߣ௫ ሺݎሻ ൌ െܶሺͳ െ ɉ
୰ାన )

For more details, see Johansen and Jesulius (1990) and Johansen (1991), Hamilton (1994), Stewart and Gill
(1998).
46
See Brooks (2008) for a deeper discussion of the topic.
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where r is defined as the number of cointegrating vectors under the null hypothesis
(i.e. the rank of the matrixȫ) and ɉన is the estimated value of the i-th eigenvalue of

the coefficient matrixȫ.

In caseȫ has full rank (n), then all variables in ୲ must be stationary in levels. If the
matrix is of rank r (with Ͳ ൏  ݎ൏ ݊ (= full rank of ȫ)), then there are r-cointegrating
vectors in the VECM. In the latter case, the reduced rank matrix ȫ can be

decomposed as ȫ ൌ ȽȾԢ, where Ƚ and Ⱦ are two n x r matrices and represent the

adjustment parameters of the error correction model. The r-linear combinations are
such that Ⱦᇱ ȫ  ሺͲሻ .

8.1 Empirical results in the US market
In the bivariate case here analysed, if two price series form a cointegrating
relationship, then the rank of the matrix ȫ should be equal to 1. In case the two
vectors Ƚ and Ⱦ are both 2x1 vectors. If the rank of the matrix will be equal to 0, this
should be interpreted as absence of cointegration between the series.

Interesting enough, it is possible to reject the null hypothesis of absence of
cointegration only at 10% level (not at the standard 5% level as we would expected).
This finding is (again) in contrast to the previous literature on energy commodities, in
which the Johansen cointegration test always rejected the null hypothesis of absence
of cointegration relationship at high level of significance. Villar and Joutz (2006) find
that the two time series are significantly cointegrated and thus rejects the null
hypothesis of absence of cointegration relationship at 1% (to be more precise, 0.3%)
level of significance. Also Hartely, Rosthal and Medlock (2007) find that a
cointegration relationship between the two energy prices exists and it is statistically
significant. More recently, Benciviaga (2009) find that a significant relationship exists
between Henry Hub and WTI prices over the period between October 2001 and
March 2009. Such an evident discrepancy with the previous literature further
stimulate our analysis in investigating if the relationship between crude oil and
natural gas prices effectively disappeared recently (from the beginning of 2009).
Below, the results of the Johansen trace test are reported.
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Table 16: Bivariate Johansen cointegration test
Unrestricted Cointegration Rank Test (Trace)
Hypothesized
No. of CE(s)
None
At most 1

Eigenvalue

Trace
Statistic

0.05
Critical Value

Prob.**

0.00390
0.00038

14.51994
1.270021

15.49471
3.841466

0.0697
0.2598

8.2 Empirical results on subsamples
Following the results of the Zivot-Andrews test for structural break and the
subsequent analysis performed, the Johansen test is applied to the two sub samples
individuated to test for cointegration.
As expected, the test applied to the first sub sample confirms the presence of a long
run relationship at 1% significance level. This result validates the conclusions drawn
on the basis of the Engle Granger test and represents a further evidence of the tie
between the two commodities. During the period between 1998 and 2008 (included),
it is possible to conclude that a long run equilibrium for natural gas and crude oil
prices existed and the two prices remained tied together in the long run.
Table 17: Johansen test results on 1998-2008
Unrestricted Cointegration Rank Test (Trace)
Hypothesized
No. of CE(s)
None *
At most 1

Eigenvalue

Trace
Statistic

0.05
Critical Value

Prob.**

0.006
0.0008

20.663
2.164

15.495
3.841

0.008
0.141

Trace test indicates 1 cointegrating eqn(s) at the 0.05 level
* denotes rejection of the hypothesis at the 0.05 level
**MacKinnon-Haug-Michelis (1999) p-values

For the second subsample, the Johansen test confirmed again the results already
obtained using the Engle-Granger approach. Both statistics (Trace and maximum
Eigenvalue) reject the existence of cointegrating relationship at 5% level of
significance.
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Table 18: Johansen cointegration test results on 2009-2011
Unrestricted Cointegration Rank Test (Trace)
Hypothesized
No. of CE(s)

Eigenvalue

Trace
Statistic

0.05
Critical Value

Prob.**

None
At most 1 *

0.01634
0.00952

13.85468
5.089519

15.49471
3.841466

0.0870
0.0241

Trace test indicates no cointegration at the 0.05 level
* denotes rejection of the hypothesis at the 0.05 level
**MacKinnon-Haug-Michelis (1999) p-values

Based on the analysis conducted in this section, it is possible to conclude that there
is indeed evidence of a cointegrating relationship between natural gas and crude oil
prices until 2009. A number of indicators and tests indicate, however, that the above
relationship has suddenly changed at the beginning of 2009, with the two variables
failing to share common stochastic trends.
It is interesting to note, that natural gas prices are currently subjected to major
structural changes, which may lead to a further decoupling from crude oil prices or to
revert back to the previous relationship with the other energy commodity. The reason
for the effective decoupling of the price series over the last two years will be
analysed more in details in the concluding remarks.
9. Error correction model
Based on the above evidence of cointegrating relationship between the two
commodities (for the full period and for the first subsample), the following chapter will
further analyse the Error Correction Model. This methodology allows to study both
the long and the short term relationship between two variables. As a matter of fact,
the model describes the dynamics of the price variables both for natural gas and
crude oil and analyse how each variable react to shocks and deviation from the long
run equilibrium. In the literature, several authors have used the above procedure to
analyse the energy markets.
The Error Correction model can be written in the following form
ȟݕ௧ுு

ൌ

୩ିଵ

 Ʌுு
୧
୧ୀଵ

ுு
ȟݕ௧ି

୩ିଵ

ௐ்ூ
ௐ்ூ
ுு
ுு
െ ߜሻ  ݁௧ுு
െ ߚଶ ݕ௧ିଵ
ሺߚଵ ݕ௧ିଵ
  ɀுு
୲ ȟݕ௧ି  ߙ
୧ୀଵ
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where ȟݕ௧ுு represents the first difference operator (and thus the log return) for each

price series and k represents the number of lags included47. The use of differentiated

series is justified by the fact that natural gas and crude oil prices, as we
demonstrated before, are I(1). The energy returns are regressed on its own lagged
ௐ்ூ
ுு
and the lagged value of the other energy commodity returns ȟݕ௧ି
. In
valuesȟݕ௧ି

addition, the error correction term is included in the regression. The ECM enables to

study both the short term dynamics (i.e. how the price series respond to a stochastic
ௐ்ூ
ுு
shock) and the long run equilibrium (captured by the term ሺߚଵ ݕ௧ିଵ
െ ߚଶ ݕ௧ିଵ
െ ߜሻ) . In

our paper, the long term relationship represents the theoretical linkage between
natural gas and crude oil prices, which has been already tested in the previous
chapters and not rejected.

The analysis will focus on the coefficient of the error correction term, which
represents the adjustment speed of the long term relationship. A large Ƚ indicates

that the return series respond “faster” to deviations from the long run equilibrium, and
the price gap between the two series should be fairly stable. A small Ƚ, on the other

hand, leads to a “slow” responsiveness of the returns to deviations to the long run
equilibrium, thus leading to a more frequent “decoupling” of the two price series
(Serletis and Herbert, 2007).
9.1 Empirical results in the US market
The ECM is applied to the natural gas price series, and the results of the analysis are
reported below.
Table 19: Extracts from ECM regression
Variable

Coefficient

Std. Error

t-Statistic

ߙ
(p-value)
ߠ(-1)

-0.0102***
(0.0001)
0.1730***

0.0324

-3.508

0.0319

5.147

(p-value)

(0.0000)

Note: *** indicates significance at 1% level

The sing of the adjustment parameter is in line with our a priori expectations, and is
significantly different from 0 at a 1% significance level. However, its value is
extremely low, suggesting that, when an external shock occurs in the natural gas

47

As usual, the number of lags is chosen to minimize the AIC.
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market, then the price differential to the long run equilibrium generated by the above
shock will decreased over time at a speed of c.1%.
Nonetheless, the significance of the coefficient indicates that the natural gas and
crude oil markets are integrated in the long run, but shocks tend to persist over long
periods of time before the two prices revert back to the equilibrium. The results also
indicate that there is a strong relationship between natural gas and crude oil prices in
the short run, captured by the parameter ș. This should be interpreted as the impact
that a change in the crude oil prices of c. 1% leads to a correspondent 0.17%
increase in the natural gas prices. The parameter capturing the short run relationship
is highly significant and signals that in the short term shocks are indeed transferred
from one energy market to the other. Although the adjustment parameter is very low,
the relatively high value of the parameter ș shows that the short term deviation are
rapidly transmitted from one market to the other. This mechanism justifies the
relatively low value of the error correction term in the model, which encapsulates only
the long term movements, and signals the strong integration existing in the US
between the two commodity markets. It is relevant also to note that the current
analysis is based on daily data, suggesting that the values of the relative parameters,
although small in absolute values, become relevant when considered over longer
periods of time (i.e. annualized).
9.2 Empirical results on subsamples
Additionally, the ECM has been performed over the first subsample, given the
significant long run linkage between the two commodities emerged from the previous
analysis. In this case, both parameters increase in value(in absolute terms), although
the change is less pronounced than expected. The error correction parameter ߙ

improves to -0.016, while ߠ increases to ca. 0.20 and are all significant at a 1% level.

These observations are in line with the previous analysis, signalling that the two
markets are tied together by a significant short and long run relationship. Therefore,
we can conclude that in the US market exist both a long run and a short run
integration between the two energy markets under analysis.
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Table 20: ECM regression, selected results
Variable

Coefficient

Std. Error

t-Statistic

ߙ
(p-value)
ߠ (-1)
(p-value)

-0.016***
(0.0010)
0.199***
(0.0000)

0.005

-3.291

0.036

5.499

R-squared
Durbin-Watson stat

0.025837
1.950496

Note: *** indicates significance at 1% level
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10. Conclusions on US market
The analysis conducted on the US market supports the presence of a cointegrating
relationship between natural gas and crude oil prices, and provides significant
statistical evidence that WTI and HH time series have been historically shared a
common stochastic trend. A key finding in the above analysis is that the two energy
commodities’ price trajectories are increasingly diverging, moving towards different
long term equilibrium. Both the Engle Granger as well as the Johansen approaches
yields the same result, strongly rejecting the hypothesis of a cointegrating
relationship when analysing the period between 2009 and 2011. An explanation of
the above can be found in the changes of the supply structure which are currently
affecting the US market. North American gas prices have shown a decreasing trend
since the beginning of 2009, after a four years of “fluctuating” growth. This observed
pressure on prices has been mainly generated by the unlocking of a considerable
quantities of the so called “unconventional gas”, a term commonly used to refer to a
low permeability reservoir which produces mainly dry natural gas.
Therefore, the past years have seen an enormous “game changer”, whereby vast
quantities of natural gas, previously locked underground into insufficiently porous
rock formations, have been opened up to producers thanks to technological
improvements and the relatively high natural gas prices. As a matter of fact, the
higher prices enjoyed by natural gas during the past decade has allowed E&P
companies to pursue unconventional gas thanks to the increased resources available
and the higher NPV of these projects, which requires higher investments and thus
higher drilling cost.
As a result, the greater availability on the market of unexpected quantities of
unconventional natural gas has inflated gas prices downwards and caused the
observed decoupling of natural gas and crude oil prices.
Recalling the introductory paragraph on crude oil and natural gas markets, we stated
that natural gas and crude oil linkage becomes stronger in a situation of gas supply
shortage. The increasing consumption and demand for natural gas in the past
decades has indeed lead to a situation of persistent undersupply of gas, with
demand substantially surpassing market supply. However, starting from 2009, with
new quantities of unconventional natural gas flooding on the market and the financial
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crisis slowing down economic growth (and demand for resources), the situation has
suddenly reversed. The US natural gas market is currently oversupplied, and
demand remains still below the levels observed in the past.
Therefore, the US gas market has gone from a situation of tight market described in
Figure 7 (hereby reported), into a situation of oversupply drawn in Figure 18, where
the gas price formation model is the s.c. “gas-to-gas competition”.
These circumstances imply the disappearance of the linkage between oil and gas,
which remains still embedded in the oil linked price clauses existing in the
international long term gas contracts. It is still questionable if the observed
decoupling of the prices of the two fossil fuel is only a short term dynamic arising
from a shock on the market or represents the new pricing paradigm. The current
situation seems indeed to resemble the American “gas bubble” of the 90ies, a period
in which gas supplies were in surplus and gas to gas competition pricing was
prevailing on the market. However, as soon as the supply/demand economics
changes and the market returns tight (as it happens at the beginning of 2000), the
oil-linkage leads once again gas prices.
Unfortunately, we are not able to provide an answer to the above question at the
current time. Only future researches, enriched with new data, could shade some
more light on the development of oil&gas long term dynamics.
Figure 7: Short term Gas demand & supply curve, assuming gas-to-oil competition in shortage
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Figure 18: Short term Gas demand & supply curve, assuming gas-to-gas competition
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11. The European energy market: a cointegrating approach
In the following section, we reproduce the analysis performed on the US market to
the European energy markets, in order to find evidence of long run co-movements in
energy prices also in this market.
The European crude oil market, given the global nature of the commodity and the
high trading volume of Brent, shows almost a one-to-one relationship with the
American WTI. This can be clearly inferred by comparing the price development in
the two geographical markets and applying the relevant tests to the two time series.
The European natural gas, on the other hand, exhibits individual characteristics that
are not shared with the correspondent American commodity market. On Figure 10 in
Chapter 3, the price trajectory of natural gas clearly showed that, in comparison with
the US market, European gas market is characterised by grater seasonality, with a
number of spikes occurring during the cold months when demand for natural gas
peaks, and by a lower level of liquidity, signalled by the “smoother” behaviour of the
time series. These observed characteristics find a clear explanation in the structure
of the natural gas market in West Europe, as already anticipated in the previous
chapters. As a matter of fact, the strong influence of the supply side (with Gazprom
being the major supplier and influencer of the pricing mechanism in Continental
Europe) and the smaller trading volumes greatly impact the dynamics of the market
itself. Most of the gas sold in the European market is based on long-term contracts
with “pay or take” clauses48. As a matter of fact, the majority of current gas contracts’
prices are determined according to the long-term contract’s price formula that links
the gas price to the price of relevant energy substitutes (most of the time, to oil
products, as we saw in Chapter 3). This oil-contract linkage observed in Europe is
also reinforced by the presence of LNG long-term contracts. These contracts directly
link LNG prices to oil and oil derivatives (i.e. fuel oil, gas and sometimes crude oil).
Although it could be argued that UK gas contracts are mostly linked to coal and gas
prices (see Figure 8, Chapter 3), the opening of the Interconnector at the beginning
of 2000, linking UK with the continental Europe (Zeebrugge), has created an
additional indirect tie between gas and crude oil, absent in the American market.

48

According to these clauses, the buyer agrees to receive a certain volume of gas per year or, alternatively, to
pay for the portion of gas it does not want to receive.
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Long term contracts indeed continue to coexist with domestic gas hubs,

with

traditional contracting patterns remaining important.
In this context, it should be also stressed that the European natural gas markets
have recently started a process of liberalization, supported by the many European
directives and the emission legislations. However, the process is still ongoing (given
the non uniform implementation of the above directories in the EU countries) and the
results of this effort will rather materialize in the long term. Therefore, all these
factors, all together, contribute to affect the current behaviour of energy prices and
explain the differences in pricing in the two markets.
The analysis on the European market will resemble the previous analysis on the
American market. As before, to use the appropriate procedure for analysing the
relationship between the two commodities, the time series properties of the price
trajectories need to be assessed through the well known unit root tests.
11.1 Unit root test
The unit root tests performed on both the energy time series confirm the presence of
non stationarity. This result is consistent with the Nelson and Plosser (1982)
argument, stating that most macroeconomic and financial time series present a
stochastic trend.
As expected, the European gas market unit root test presents weaker results, with
the ADF showing a significance level of only 15.3%. Both the PP and the KPSS tests
confirm the presence of a unit root at the 5-10% level of confidence. These outcomes
lead to the conclusion that the European market does indeed show evidence of non
stationary, but, compared to its American correspondent, the price series exhibit
some important structural differences.
Table 21: Unit root test on natural gas NBP prices
Phillips-Perron1

Augmented
Dickey-Fuller1
-2.359

KPSS2

T-Statistic

-1.547

0.380*

(p-value)

(0.510)

(0.154)

(0.067)

1% level

-3.961

-3.961

0.739

5% level

-3.411

-3.411

0.463

10% level

-3.127

-3.127

0.347

Note: *indicates significance at 10% level
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Table 22: Unit root test on Brent prices
PhillipsPerron1

KPSS2

Augmented
Dickey-Fuller1

T-Statistic
(p-value)

-1.625
(0.470)

-1.440
(0.564)

6.146***
(0.000)

1% level

-3.961

-3.961

0.739

5% level

-3.411

-3.411

0.463

10% level

-3.127

-3.127

0.347

Note: ***indicates significance at 1% level
ADF test statistics show lag augmentation in parenthesis chosen according to the AIC. No deterministic trends
are allowed in any test equation.
Notes:
1
Null Hypothesis: unit root process
2
Null Hypothesis: stationary process

To better understand the non stationary properties of natural gas price series, the
ADF test has been performed on a “rolling” window of 200 days (a sort of “yearly
ADF”). On figure 12, it is evident that there are periods in which natural gas prices
show stationary properties (with the ADF well below the 1% confidence level),
although for the majority of the period analysed the series remain non stationary.
Figure 13, on the other hand, shows the rolling ADF test for Brent and confirms that
the non stationary properties of the price series are maintained throughout the entire
period.
Figure 19: NBP price series, ADF over time

Figure 20: Brent price series, ADF over time
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Indeed, market drivers of the European market differ slightly from the US, and are
greatly influenced by exogenous factors rather than demand and supply mechanisms
and pure market dynamics, given the oligopolistic structure of the European supply
market almost completely dominated by Russian and Algerian imports and the
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presence of long term contracts. In addition, the recent emission regulation and the
subsequent CO emission trading mechanism have contributed to distort the market
mechanism, artificially increasing demand for efficient and “green” energy sources. In
this context, supply and demand influencing factors (read: pricing formulas,
oligopolistic market structure and regulation) represent the key to interpret the recent
dissimilar development of natural gas prices in Europe. In both markets, demand
structure has changed substantially over the last decade, with increasing demand
coming from power generation industry and developing economies (China and India)
leaving virtually no space for underutilized supply capacity available. These two
factors, coupled together, contributed to boost the demand for natural gas at above
historical levels.
While the increasing demand has been a common trend for both markets, the level
supply has followed a drastically different pattern.
As a matter of fact, starting from 2008 in the US, the situation of undersupply and
excess of demand has evolved and transformed into the opposite situation
(oversupply and low demand) which currently characterises the American market
(the s.c. “gas glut”). This situation has been created on the market because a great
amount of “unconventional gas” has been unlocked thanks to the technological
development and the subsequent lower cost of extraction in the US. As a
consequence, a great amount of gas supply has flooded into the American market
and dragged down spot prices considerably49. However, the discovery and the
unlocking of substantial quantities of new unconventional gas are two phenomena
limited to the US market. Europe (and Asia) has not experienced the same rapid
increase in resources (read: supply on the market) and the subsequent decrease in
prices. The reason behind this lies in the preventive measures adopted by European
gas supplier in limiting the production/delivery of gas to the market. As a matter of
fact, the fear of a “gas glut” emerged at the beginning of 2008 and incentivised most
European gas suppliers to decrease the gas quantity supplied to the market or to
shut down completely production facilities in order to maintain higher price levels in
the continental European market (see Gazprom press releases for more information).
49

According to some research analysts, cost of extraction of unconventional gas can be as low as
US$1.50/MMBtu, thus leading to a marginal cost (including transportation) well below the actual price of
natural gas. This makes the extraction and marketing of natural gas economical until the energy commodity
reaches unexpected low levels.
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We can then infer that the differences in the statistical characteristics as well as in
the price trajectories of the two markets are indeed justified by the fundamentals and
by the recent events which severely affected the energy markets.
The estimated results of the ADF and the PP highlight the different underlying
behaviour of natural gas prices in the two geographical markets, but still confirm the
non stationary characteristics of the energy commodity. Moreover, the tests confirm
the I(1) nature of both series, since their first differentiated series result stationary
I(0).
11.2 Engle Granger approach
Following the assessment of the non stationary nature of the two price series, the
analysis of a possible cointegrating relationship is developed using the Engle
Granger two steps approach. Firstly, the cointegration relationship between natural
gas and crude oil prices is estimated using the Least Square approach, with standard
errors corrected with the Newey West procedure to account for heteroskedasticity
and autocorrelations in residuals.
ሺ
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The regression output is reported in the table below.
Table 23: OLS cointegrating regression results

ߙ
(p-value)
ߚ
(p-value)
R-squared
Durbin-Watson stat

Coefficient

Std. Error

t-Statistic

0.539***
(0.0000)
0.734***
(0.0000)

0.104

5.1785

0.027

26.788

0.619
0.011

Note: ***indicates significance at 1% level

As expected, the parameter capturing the relationship between natural gas and
crude oil in the long run is positive and significant, signalling that there is evidence of
co-movement in the long run between the two energy commodity prices also in the
European market. Interesting enough, although the R squared of the relation is lower
compared to the US case, the parameter ߚ is higher in value and more significant (p
value is 0.000), signalling a stronger relationship between the two commodities in the
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long run. A price increase of 1% of Brent prices is associated in the European natural
gas market increase of 0.74 percentage points.
As in the previous case, however, the relatively high value of the R statistics is
associated with a very low DW statistics. The values of the above tests together may
signal the presence of a unit root (see previous chapter on American market), and
thus the second step of the Engle Granger approach is needed in order to rule out
the possibility of a spurious regression. The ADF test is performed on the residuals,
and results are reported below. The ADF leads to a strong rejection of the null
hypothesis of presence of unit root in the residuals, thus implying that the two energy
commodities are indeed cointegrated, and a long run relationship between them
exists. From the graph below, plotting the actual vs. fitted values and the residuals, it
is evident that the error terms tend to fluctuate around zero for the entire period
considered. An important observation to this regard is that there are indeed periods
in which the relationship seems to be broker, when the error term peaks outside the
confidence interval of 2 standard deviations. However, the equilibrium tends to be re
established and natural gas prices slowly return to the theoretical long run relation. In
addition, it is interesting to note that there exists a substantial temporal lag in the
price reactions of natural gas compared to the fitted values, as it is possible to
observe during the periods between June 1998 and 2000 and during the global
financial crisis in 2007.
Differently from the American market, the relationship between natural gas and crude
oil seem to hold throughout the period fairly well, and in the last years we cannot
detect any significant change in the long run equilibrium. It is important to stress here
that the long run relationship hereby analysed does not include any seasonal
adjustment, which is the main drive of the spikes above and below the fitted values,
which is possible to observe below.
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Figure 21: OLS regression of natural gas on oil in the European market
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Table 24: ADF on OLS residuals
t-Statistic
Augmented Dickey-Fuller test statistic

-4.556***

Test critical values:

-3.90
-3.34
-3.04

1% level
5% level
10% level

*MacKinnon (1996) one-sided p-values.

The study of the recursive coefficients provides some additional insights about a
possible break in the gas-oil link. As the figures below clearly show, the coefficients
of the OLS regression tend to be fairly stable over time, with the slope coefficient
BETA fluctuating around 0.74 (current value in the estimation). This confirms that the
relationship between natural gas and crude oil exhibit stability over time, with the
exception of the first period analysed, where the liberalization of the market affected
the price trajectory significantly.
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Figure 22: Recursive coefficients, intercept c(1) and slope c(2)
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The behaviour over time of the recursive coefficients can be explained as follow. The
liberalization of the natural gas industry, officially started in 1998, caused a relevant
shift in the pricing mechanism of natural gas and generated some initial uncertainties
(and volatility) in the gas price trajectories, as it can be inferred from the figure
above.
11.3 Johansen cointegration approach
The next step in the analysis of cointegration is to use the Johansen and Juselius
procedure to test for long run relationship of energy prices. The test, as before, is
used for confirmatory purposes in the current analysis, given its robustness (is
indeed a Maximum Likelihood test).
On Table 25, results for the Johansen test are reported. It is clear that a cointegrating
relationship between the two prices exist, with both the trace and max eigenvalue
tests strongly rejecting the hypothesis of inexistence of any cointegrating relationship
at any level of significance.
Table 25: Johansen cointegration test results
Unrestricted Cointegration Rank Test (Trace)
Hypothesized
No. of CE(s)
None *
At most 1

Eigenvalue

Trace
Statistic

0.05
Critical Value

Prob.**

0.010
0.001

34.40
2.90

15.49
3.84

0.000
0.089

Trace test indicates 1 cointegrating eqn(s) at the 0.05 level
* denotes rejection of the hypothesis at the 0.05 level
**MacKinnon-Haug-Michelis (1999) p-values
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Unrestricted Cointegration Rank Test (Maximum Eigenvalue)

Hypothesized
No. of CE(s)

Eigenvalue

Max-Eigen
Statistic

0.05
Critical Value

Prob.**

0.010
0.001

31.65
2.90

14.26
3.84

0.000
0.089

None *
At most 1

Max-eigenvalue test indicates 1 cointegrating eqn(s) at the 0.05 leve6
* denotes rejection of the hypothesis at the 0.05 level
**MacKinnon-Haug-Michelis (1999) p-values

The analysis therefore confirms the presence of a strong relationship between
energy commodities prices, which remain linked in the long term through an
established mechanism which reverts energy prices back to the equilibrium after
external shocks cause some deviations. The results obtained are indeed expected,
given the structural characteristics of the European market already highlighted.
Natural gas and crude oil prices are indeed strictly related via the long term contracts
pricing formula which is still used in the majority of continental Europe (see previous
chapter for more detailed information). Although the UK natural gas industry is a
liquid and transparent market, nonetheless the physical linkage with Continental
Europe (through the interconnector) and the direct tie with the Zeebrugge hub
contribute to transmit part of the characteristics of the gas market. Therefore, the
evidence found of a strong linkage between natural gas and crude oil is supported by
a theoretical justification.
Table 26: Extracts from OLS regression
Coefficient

t-Statistic

ߙ
(p-value)

-0.0088***
(0.001)

-3.243

ߠ(-2)
(p-value)

-0.0375*
(0.050)

-1.998

Notes: ***denotes significance at 1% level
* denotes significance at 10% level

The coefficient capturing the long term adjustment of natural gas prices is highly
significant and with the expected sign. The coefficient capturing the short term
deviations of natural gas from crude oil hereby reported shows an unexpected
negative sign. The other coefficients of lagged Ln(Brent) variables are not reported
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since not significant at 5% level. However, these results are in line with the previous
(scarce) available literature. Panagiotidis and Rutledge (2007), in their analysis of the
UK oil and gas market, perform a VECM and find that natural gas prices react
negatively to oil shocks, and that the coefficients of the impulse response functions
are not significant. Benciviaga et al. (2008) replicate a similar study on the European
market, and find that there is a negative correlation between natural gas and crude
oil prices with a lag of 7 days.
It is possible to interpret the above results as follows. Natural gas markets in Europe
are regional and highly sensitive to external factors (other than crude oil prices).
Although a strong tie still exists, due to the long term contracts still used with endusers, it operates rather in the long run, and has limited impact on short term
dynamics. This may suggest the low integration that still exists in the European
market, compared to its American comparable, and that a high number of variables,
currently not included in the analysis, may influence greatly the short term behaviour
of natural gas prices.
The relatively low responsiveness of gas prices to exogenous shocks has been
already highlighted in the graphical analysis. For instance, global financial crisis
caused an immediate decrease of oil prices (see Section 3), while the impact on
natural gas prices seem to be lagged by several months. However, given we are
using daily data for the analysis, it is not possible to capture such a lagged reaction
of natural gas trajectories. Nonetheless, in this context, it is appropriate to model
energy spot prices as a cointegrated system since natural gas and crude oil prices
share a stochastic trend and present a significant error correction mechanism
according to which every permanent shock is then transmitted to the other.
An important conclusion in this sense is that the price differentials between natural
gas and crude oil is stationary, suggesting that prices tend to converge in the long
run and there is no unexploited arbitrage opportunity in the market that could be
exploited.
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The economic structure of energy markets is rapidly evolving. Energy markets have
indeed witnessed a number of important changes during the last decade. The
tightening between demand and supply due to the never-ending hunger of emerging
markets for energy sources, the recent deregulation in Europe, the increasing
participation of speculators into commodity markets and their role in influencing oil
and gas prices, the consequent record level reached by prices and volatility are
some of the new topics emerging in the energy market. In this dramatically changing
environment, it has been questioned if what in the past was assumed to be “common
knowledge” remains valid also today.
In the context of our work, we can be interpreted these doubts in terms of an
irreversible change both in the price behaviour of energy commodities and ultimately
in their relationship. Understanding the extent to which commodities prices move
together both in the short term and in the long term is of relevance, especially for risk
management, trading and regulatory purposes.
This paper focuses on investigating the impact of the aforementioned changes in the
natural gas and crude oil markets, both in Europe and in the US, over the last twelve
years. We studied both the existence of a potential relationship between these fossil
fuels both from a qualitative and quantitative point of view.
The first part of this thesis has introduced the reader to the two energy markets, by
presenting the difference between the two commodities and geographical markets
hereby analysed. From this analysis, European and US natural gas emerged as two
very different markets, characterized by dissimilar pricing mechanisms and different
stages of development50 in their life-cycle, although a number of forces (mainly, the
European regulatory efforts) are shifting the European markets towards the US
paradigm.
The qualitative analysis presented in Chapter 4 supports the existence of a linkage
between crude oil and natural gas in both geographical markets, through a number of
channels involving supply/demand and pricing mechanisms. From this perspective,

50

The US energy market can be defined as mature and highly liquid, while the development of a liquid and
transparent trading gas market in Europe (and especially in continental Europe) is still in its infancy.
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the strength of this relationship in Europe and US should differ slightly, due to
structural differences in market and natural endowments of natural gas.
The quantitative analysis presented supports this finding. In Chapter 5 to 10, we
explored the interdependencies between natural gas and crude oil daily spot prices
for the period between 1998 and 2011, in order to better understand their relationship
and the stability of this linkage over time. The long run relationship between energy
prices is analysed using a cointegration approach. The analysis based on the EngleGranger approach finds strong statistical evidence of a positive long run relationship
between natural gas and crude oil prices. The Johansen test confirms indeed the
presence of one cointegrating relationship between oil and gas, implying that a
common trend exists between the two price series. As expected, the strongest
cointegrating relationship is found in the European market, where the presence of
long term natural gas contracts directly link gas and oil prices. However, the US
market exhibits a stronger short term integration, confirming that the deregulation of
gas markets has reached a more advanced level in North America, despites the
efforts of the European Commission to de-regionalize the gas market.
These results correspond closely with the qualitative analysis of Chapter 4.
In the last section, the quantitative analysis has been further extended to investigate
the stability of this linkage in the light of the new developments observed in the
energy markets. We focused mainly on the apparent decoupling of natural gas and
crude oil prices, observed starting from the beginning of 2009, exploring if the current
behaviour of spot prices witnesses a real decoupling between the two markets or
represents only a short term dynamics. We therefore divided the dataset in two
subsample and applied the same econometric techniques to the subsamples
individuated to investigate their statistical properties. A key finding of the analysis is
that, although natural gas and crude oil prices have had historically a stable
relationship, this strong tie seems to be broken after the global financial crisis and
that an effective decoupling between the two markets have been observed in the
American market. The same dynamics have not been observed in the European
market.
However, it remains questionable if this decoupling will actually persist also in the
next years or represents only a transitory dynamics. Natural gas and crude oil
MULTI-COMMODITY MANAGEMENT: The relationship between energy commodities prices
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relationship has already being proved to be instable and changing over time (as the
gas bubble in the early 2000 has demonstrated). Their decoupling and recoupling,
according to our analysis, is mainly driven by market conditions (i.e. supply and
demand economics), and thus remains highly unpredictable.
At the current status, we can only rely on market expectations of decoupling oil and
gas prices, by reporting the results of a number of polls taken successively over the
last five years. The market is increasingly sceptical about the prospects of an
immediate change, especially in Europe. 32% of the participants indeed believe gas
prices will never really decouple from oil prices, while 44% expect a structural
change in gas pricing mechanism only in the long term.
Table 27: 2004-2006 FLAME1 Polls on Gas-to-Oil Price Pegging (%)
Q 2004-09: When will LTC gas prices
“break loose” from oil prices and be ruled
by spot/futures quotations?
By yearend 2005
By yearend 2008
By yearend 2010
By yearend 2015
After 2015
Never

1
24
36
15
24

4
20
44
32

Q 2006: To what extent will spot pricing in gas
markets replace oil price pegging formulas?

Very considerably
Considerably
To some extent
Slightly
Nil

4
28
44
23
1

Note: FLAME is one of the gas biggest conferences held every year in Amsterdam by ICBI, where gas industries executives
are invited to discuss about current

Only time can confirm if the industry knowledge of the majority of companies’
executives or the results of the econometric analysis is right.
As a Chinese curse states “May you live in interesting times...”
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APPENDIX A: History of crude oil price formation

Source: Andrey A. Konoplyanik
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